
Pinnacle 781 

 Chapter 781 Boss...it's difficult! 

  Advancing bravely once in a torrent, even if you have a raincoat. 

   When I came down, my body was half wet, and everyone was wet! 

  Fortunately, the weather is pretty good, coupled with the body temperature, dry out in a while. 

  Especially Yalan, his whole body was hot as if on fire. 

  After three to five minutes, the clothes were dried, and Tongtong, who was in her arms, twisted and 

shouted: "Mom, you are so hot." 

   "...Mom is too tired from playing, shall we be here today?" 

  Yalan is hot all over, and if this continues, she is afraid that she will catch fire. 

  Although she was reluctant, Tongtong nodded, "Okay, I'll take you this time." 

  After finishing speaking, he made a face at Qin Yu who kept hinting at him. 

  Sure enough, with a mother, my brother no longer hurts himself. 

  Do you want your brother or your dad? 

  So tangled! 

   "Would you like to have a meal together?" Qin Yu looked at Yalan and asked in the parking lot at 

the door. 

   "No, I have made an appointment to have a meal with my dad...Would you like to go with me too?" 

Yalan invited him. 

  Jiang Hongsheng wanted to invite Qin Yu to dinner several times, but he lost a lot of benefits the 

last time he took a ride. 

  Not only solves the problem of stretched funds, but also recovers a large amount of rights and 

stocks. 

  Let Lu Heng return to its own leadership and have the opportunity to realize the ideals and 

ambitions of his youth. 

  All these are thanks to Qin Yu. 

   "No, let's find a chance, let's make an appointment alone." Qin Yu refused with a smile. 

  Seeing this kind of thing with parents, it’s enough to come once in a while. 

  Stubby crop after crop, Yu brother can't stand it. 

  Watching Yalan drive away, Qin Yu returned to the poison. 

   took out his phone and took a look, "Did you reply to the message?" 



  Opened the WeChat account and sent a few messages in a row. At first, it was very polite, but later 

it became too patient. 

  There are nails hidden in the soft words, and then say "Big Brother, are you cute?" 

   "Just busy, is Menna here? I want to talk to her in person." Qin Yu. 

Ding! 

  The message came back in seconds, "Hello, Mona is resting. I am her assistant. Just tell me what you 

want." 

   "With millions of orders, I'm afraid you won't be the master." Qin Yu. 

   Seeing that there was no sound on the other side, Qin Yu played the video directly. 

  Although the data shows, it is double 90+ 

  But Qin Yu still wanted to use the original camera to see what Mengna looked like after leaving her 

beautiful face. 

  As for whether she is there or not, there is no need to ask? 

  No one really thinks that a small assistant can have so much autonomy! 

  That must be listening, the assistant is just a microphone. 

  Sure enough, after the video was connected, Mengna appeared in the camera. 

  Slightly different from the video, the apple muscles of the two cheeks are more obvious, and the 

look is more haggard than in the video. 

  Facial senses and looks, there is not much difference! 

  It’s just that the skin is not as white as in the video, like snow... 

  But it's not too bad. 

  By the standards of wild food, Yu Ge is still very satisfied. 

   "Hello." Seeing Qin Yu, Mengna was obviously taken aback. 

  A mosquito-like voice came from beside him: "Fuck, so handsome~" 

  Mengna patted her side, and then the sound of footsteps sounded, and the little assistant was 

driven out. 

   "Hello, Mengna, I look more beautiful than the video." Qin Yu smiled and praised. 

   "Thank you." Mengna responded politely and asked: "I don't know what to call you." 

   "Just call me Qin Yu..." Qin Yu said. 

   "Hello, President Qin, what does our company do, I don't know if I can help." Mengna is straight to 

the point. 



  The main reason is that the opponent is too handsome, which disrupts her rhythm. 

  I don’t know what to say, so I can only get straight to the point. 

   "That's right. I have a yacht personally. I plan to go out to sea in two days. I want to find a few girls 

to go out together. The time is about three to five days. 

  No more than one week at most. If the cost is... it depends on the situation. " 

   Without waiting for Mengna to speak, Qin Yu went on to say: “I got on the ship 1 million, this is 

paid in advance.” 

   "...Mr. Qin, I heard that right?" Mengna's previous thoughts were disrupted again. 

  She thought that the other party was a rich second generation who had nothing to do, and wanted 

to find a few girls to go on a boat party. 

  I was still laughing at the other's innocence, thinking that he could win him. 

  Unexpectedly, she guessed the beginning but not the end. 

  Open your mouth is 1 million... 

What is    called, boarding fee. 

  Good guy, it’s 1 million on board, how many mines are there? 

   "That's right, 1 million boarding fee, other fees will depend on the service score before deciding." 

  Qin Yu shrugged indifferently: "I am a fair and generous person." 

  Mengna is entangled, and she gets 1 million on board. 

  Living such a big life, I have never seen such a profitable one. Even if something is going to happen, 

it must be a diamond, right? 

  There is one thing, she is very worried... 

   "Can I ask, how many men?" Menna quickly explained after she finished, "I heard that it was a little 

messy." 

   "No need to explain, just me." Qin Yu interrupted. 

  No need to quibble if it works, the data will be displayed directly. 

The freshness of   87- is more powerful than pale language. 

   "Then, when." After learning that he was alone, Mona agreed. 

  She also wants to act harder, but... 

  Boss, one million, hard to top! 

  ... 



  ... 

The list of    passed through WeChat and was quickly finalized. 

  There are unexpected surprises in Dai Dai here. 

  She has a girlfriend and wants to experience what it's like to live at sea. 

  Yu brother did not agree on the spot, and asked her to bring the people first, and then talk about 

the ferry tickets when they saw him. 

  Three days later, I once again refused the request to open the overseas version. 

  Yu directly asked Qilin to pull her into the blacklist, and decided to leave her alone for a few days. 

  This woman is a little bit on the top of her play. Let her stay on top for a few days to get started. 

  Don't install anymore, it's a showdown. 

   is to frustrate her body, how to drop it! 

   With his right leg and his left leg cocked, Qin Yu sat on the bank and drank the fine black tea 

provided by the club. 

  Not a foreign product, Jin Junmei, an authentic local product. 

  What is the royal black tea of the rot country has a long history. 

  It’s a long time to live in Xia Guo. When her ancestors were drinking blood, tea culture had been 

popular for a hundred years. 

  If you don’t drink authentic tea, you have to drink water with sugar. 

  Ill! 

  Watching Qin Yu put down the teacup, the waiter was about to step forward and ask for water, and 

someone came at the door. 

  Da la la, la la. 

  The sound of the suitcase mopping the floor came, and the staff retracted their right foot. 

  This tea, no need to add it. 

  "Ms. Qin." Dai Dai, behind her was the gentle girl with long hair and fluttering hair. 

  With sunglasses, it looks very quiet. 

  This quiet temperament, Yu brother likes it. 

  Scan analysis system: 

  Xu Wanwan: 

  Age: 20. 



  Height: 172cm. 

  Weight: 55kg. 

  Specialty: body is soft and soft, baby sound. 

  Face value: 96↑. 

  Body: 97↑. 

  Mood value: 75↑↓. 

   Favorability: 65↑. 

  Freshness: 88↓. 

  Miracle belief value: 0. 

  Analyze the data: some people are down to earth, some people are good at shortcuts, if you like 

me, you will get what you need. 

  Oh, this is to make a quick cash. 

  The favorability is only... 

  Looking at the favorability value that jumped from 65 to 88 in an instant, Yu Ge just assumed that 

he had never thought about anything. 

  "Sit down and wait for a few people." Qin Yu pointed to the chair next to him. 

  "Ms. Qin, this is Wanwan, can you look at her?" Dai Dai asked her best friend cautiously. 

  She wants to win her best friend, but she is also afraid of affecting her income. 

  This trip, one million less. 

There are too many   , then there will be no more. 

  In short, Dai Dai is fully armed, and there is more work in the suitcase than a treasure chest. 

  What you want, keep it to the satisfaction of President Qin. 

"Ok." 

  Qin Yu nodded in agreement, and pointed back: "Why don't you go up and go shopping first." 

  "Okay...Wow, President Qin, this is your ship?" At this time, Dai Dai carefully saw the Paradise on 

the shore. 

  This is the world's number one super luxury cruise ship, which has caused a lot of noise some time 

ago. 

  Futuristic Rhapsody Paradise? 

This is real? 



  Dai Dai’s excited mind was blank, so this time he was on the giant wheel. 

  Compared with the exaggerated expression, the excited and incoherent Dai Dai. 

   Xu Wanwan, who was dragged onto the boat by her, was still so quiet and well-behaved. 

  The feeling of Xiaojiabiyu is even stronger. 

  The surprise did not turn into a fright, and Brother Yu was in a better mood. 

  Not long afterwards, Mona, who had come from the mountain city, also arrived. 

   alone, the assistant did not follow. 

  It’s inconvenient for her to come to this kind of round. 

  Mengna did not carry the suitcase, she carried a small travel bag, which looked neat and tidy. 

   "Get on the boat first, and just stroll around." She was led to the boat by someone, and my 

grandfather continued to wait. 

   Zuoyi is the third one to arrive, with a slim black suit and white shirt, with aggressive eyes. 

  When I saw Qin Yu, his expression instantly became enthusiastic and well-behaved. 

  In front of the father of the golden lord, the gods are equal. 

  Any goddess's arrogant, fan, cold, temperament, all have to be thrown into the corner. 

  Wait out of this door, and then be your goddess. 

  "Ms. Qin, I finally saw you in person." The white suspenders, jeans, and sneakers stepped on their 

heels and pulled them down. 

  Sister Zhou is more enthusiastic than the previous ones, because she knows something that others 

haven't noticed. 

  For example, the identity of the man in front of him, how much help and change he can bring to his 

career. 

  Sister Zhou came this time, not for the one million yuan. 

  What she really wants is to join the famous world. 

  Of course, if he could become his woman, that would be great. 

  It’s just that Sister Zhou doesn’t have this confidence! 

  Yes, this is not like her performance in the past, wherever she goes, she is a goddess. 

  But in the eyes of the general public, there are thousands of beautiful women in the world. 

  Excellent, such as Qin Yu, in the eyes of big men who made great achievements from scratch. UU 
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  There is no scarcity... 

  The main reason he thought, the goddess with a lot of hooks and fingers rushed up, and he was 

even willing to post it backwards. 

  In addition to her figure, Zhou Jie didn't know what advantage she had. 

  In fact, she underestimated her ability a little. 

The   99- figure shocked Qin Yu no less. 

  She is the first to get such an exaggerated figure ratio score. 

  From a critical point of view, her figure is no better than Zhou Xue and Teacher Shen. 

  From the perspective of plumpness, Yalan, who has been separated shortly, is even better. 

  But the beauty lies in her body proportions. To put it in the vernacular, it means that every catty 

grows in the right place. 

    Where is the night cat? 

     I don’t know if my book friends are not handsome these days, do they grow long every day, 

eat well or have fun? 

Chapter 782 Dai Dai, help~ 

  Looking at the figure, sister Zhou is still needed. 

  Sand sculpture netizens are pretty reliable, but they didn’t overturn this time. 

  The last A Zhai is late, with a black short skirt, Balenciaga stockings, and a pair of high heels with a 

red bottom. 

  Small square face looks unique in this age full of snake spirits. 

  In fact, the square face is the most attractive. 

  Like the recognized goddess Yuanyuan, is a typical one. 

  At first glance, this type of face does not seem to be stunning, but the more you look, the more 

beautiful, the more you look, the more you think, and the more you look, the more you look. 

   "We are here, let's go!" With A Zhai who arrived last, Qin Yu took him aboard and set sail. 

  The guys in the club were dumbfounded long ago, waiting for the eldest brother to take the 

goddess to the yacht. 

  Forcibly endured the sorrow and envy in his heart, showing a bright smile and sending blessings: 

"Qin Shao go slowly, I wish you a good time." 

  The few who came just now, except for a long hair, are very low-key and quiet with sunglasses. 

   is all the famous internet celebrities, goddesses on the notes. 



  Who doesn’t know? 

  Now, let the eldest brother catch it all in one go, and take all the thief on board. 

  What will happen next, I dare not think... 

  Nothing else, I'm mainly afraid that I will cry when I think about it, and my eyes will be red. 

  Envy the 7301th day of big brother, I want to be big brother in my next life, and experience the 

happiness of big brother every day. 

  ... 

  ... 

   Riding the wind and waves, the Yuanyuan ship headed east, heading for unmanned seas. 

  On the way, I met a few small yachts, a small net celebrity who chartered a boat, and a rich second 

generation. 

  Seeing the futuristic carnival paradise, I excitedly raised my phone and took pictures. 

   is no different from passers-by, and the celebrities above are screaming desperately. 

  Waving constantly at the boat, blowing kisses, scratching his head, trying to attract the attention of 

the big brother. 

  What kind of face do you care about this, hold on, as long as they can get on the paradise, let them 

do anything. 

  How much traffic can this ship attract and what benefits it represents, do you understand? 

  Unfortunately, the Paradise had no intention of stopping at all. 

   Passed quickly from a distance and drove toward the depths of the sea. 

Qin Yu in the aft deck entertainment area has already experienced the joy of this happy trip. 

   Resting his head on Zuoyi’s leg and putting his feet in A Zhai’s arms, Sister Zhou knelt and sat on the 

sofa, feeding him grapes by herself. 

  Mengna knelt and sat beside Sister Zhou, spread her hands and followed the grape seeds Qin Yu 

spit out. 

   Wanwan was quietly peeling the grape skins behind Sister Zhou. 

  Finally, Dai Dai, standing on the deck in a white bikini, humming softly. 

  This treatment...just ask, who else? 

  All the beings who also live under the same sky are about to be happy today, Brother Yu is not sure. 

  He only knows that he is happy enough. 



  After driving for eight hours, the Paradise number stopped in the target sea area, surrounded by 

only blue water and white sky. 

  啾啾啾～ 

  The seagull flew by, arousing the curiosity of the girls, and the dolphins leaped out of the sea. 

   even made the girls scream again and again, raising their mobile phones to shoot wildly. 

   Even Bend, who has been very quiet, gave a faint smile. 

  Cure! 

   Seeing her smile, Qin Yu's first thought was a sense of healing, as if her heart became soft in an 

instant. 

  This intuitive feeling makes Yu brother want to understand her more deeply. 

   "There is still a swimming pool below, is anyone going to it?" Qin Yu, who had been addicted to the 

old man, stood up and sat up. 

   "I...I will go too...and me..." 

  The girls scrambled to go to the pool, except for one person. 

  "From here, you will reach the swimming pool at the end. Since you all want to see it, let's go 

together!" 

  Qin Yu pointed forward, his **** on the sofa did not move at all. 

  Look at Wanwan, who was sitting opposite him obediently, and the girls understood. 

  This is to clear the venue... 

  I'll go, okay! 

  Leaving the stern deck with their own minds, Dai Dai, who was walking at the end, looked back at 

the two left behind. 

  The eyes are full of complex emotions, she is a bit jealous! 

  In the corridor, everyone laughed and talked, commenting on the luxurious and stunning decoration 

of the corridor and the ship. 

  Sister Zhou seemed to inadvertently said: "Who do you know the girl just now?" 

  "I want to know, too." Saichi stopped and looked at the others. 

  The same questioning look appeared on the faces of Mona and A Zhai. 

  They also want to know who is selected first. 

  The girls have another question in their hearts: Why is she the first to be selected, where is she? 

   "Uh~ I know." Dai Dai raised his hand somewhat innocently. 



  Swipe~ 

  Four eyes hit her at the same time, making Dai Dai involuntarily nervous. 

   "That, we are not familiar." After swallowing, Dai Dai reluctantly said. 

  This terrifying killing intent is terrible! 

   Wanwan, don't blame me. 

  I'm afraid to tell them the truth, you will never see me again. 

  Dai Dai put her hands together in her heart and prayed for forgiveness to her girlfriends, and did not 

hesitate to join the team condemning the "tea master". 

  Tea, it must be tea. 

  But the big brothers just like to drink tea, you say it is annoying but not annoying. 

   "If you want to blame, you can only blame your poor tea art, go back and learn it!" Zhou Xue lay 

down by the pool, put on her sunglasses and closed her eyes. 

  She has to save her energy to deal with the next competition. 

  One of the people selected is yourself! 

  Opportunities are reserved for those who are prepared. This time sister Zhou has made a perfect 

plan. 

  All the worries, the points that may make the elder brother unhappy have been taken into account. 

  Not only did I go to the hospital to prescribe medicine and clean up, but I also went on a diet for a 

day to keep my cleanliness. 

   "Waocao, can you still be like this?" Hearing her casual mention, the other girls were all stupid. 

  It turns out, do we have to make preparations in advance? 

  Sister, why do you look so easy to understand. 

  "Have you never eaten pork, have you never seen a pig run?" Sister Zhou replied with disdain, but 

she was actually up and down in her heart. 

  These so-called experiences of her are all her own imagination and hearsay. 

  In fact, there is nothing in my heart, it's pure display! 

  Don’t worry about true or false, you can just bluff a few vegetables... 

  I didn’t look at a few little girls. This will see that her expression is full of: Fuck, sister Zhou 

understands well, and admires her eyes with great admiration. 

   is just a circle of little stars, flashing and flashing! 



  More than an hour, the women felt that the time was almost the same, and it was time to go out 

and have a look. 

  This is soaked in the pool, the skin is almost wrinkled. 

  Wait for them to come to the stern deck, only to see the empty deck, the cups on the table are still 

the same as they were when they were traveling. 

   "People..." a faint voice came from the cabin. 

  Looking in the direction of the sound, it seemed to be the master cabin over there. 

   "This is, is it just the beginning?" Zuo Yi raised his ears, curiosity gleaming in his small eyes. 

  One hour of beating, is it a bit too exaggerated? 

   "Well, I'm going to play in the sea, who will be with me?" Dai Dai asked with ruddy cheeks. 

  I thought of Wanwan, my good girlfriend. 

  Dai Dai, who knows her body well, always feels that she has a naked sense of shame all over her 

body. 

  As if to bring yourself into the sound inexplicably, what a shame! ! 

   "There is a motorboat over there, is anyone with me?" Ah Zhai found something funny and couldn't 

wait to start wearing a life jacket. 

  Others also moved, and called a blonde sailor to help them confirm their safety. 

   "There is a two-person submarine below, which is very interesting." The female sailor pointed at 

the bottom of the lower deck. 

  Twin submarine? 

  The girls immediately raised their hands, scrambling to express that they would participate. 

  It’s just that, as soon as I changed my clothes, there was a call from the cabin: "Dai Dai, help~" 

  The soft and feeble voice seems to have undergone a cruel test. 

  Dai Dai was laughing happily, her smile frozen on her face. 

  Under everyone's playful gaze, standing in place with a waxy expression on her face, she didn't 

know what to do at all. 

  "Go!" The girls ran behind her together, pushed and pulled them into the corridor leading to the 

master cabin. 

  The bright corridor in front seems to instantly turn into a cannibalistic mouth. 

   咚咚, 咚咚~ 

  The heart beats wildly, wearing Dai's footsteps lightly wipes forward. 



   came to the corner, took a deep breath, and leaned forward to look forward. 

   A big hand grabbed her in an exclamation, "Ah~" 

  The wind and waves on the sea seem to be bigger. 

  The boat shakes and shakes~ 

  Hum~ 

  The motorboat gallops across the sea, accompanied by a happy laugh. 

  Under the sea, Mena and Saichi are driving a smart double submarine, enjoying the magnificent and 

magnificent scenery of the sea. 

  Sister Zhou is the only one, sitting alone on the sofa in the entertainment area, drinking champagne 

and waiting quietly. 

  Be patient, recharge your energy, and don’t forget that your purpose is to join the fame. 

   The happy laughter is like the temptation of the devil, making sister Zhou want to participate in it 

and have a good time. 

   But no matter what, she resisted it. 

  And tell yourself in your heart that these are all worthwhile. 

  If you get what you want, a life like this will become your normal one day. 

  So, no matter how happy they are at sea. 

  Sister Zhou stayed still, pricked her ears to listen to the sound in the cabin. 

   Several times, she seemed to hear the call. 

  I can look back, only to find that it is just my own illusion. 

  Until the sky dimmed and the searchlight on the top of the ship illuminates the sea, the girls 

returned with joy. 

   "It's so fun, I already like this kind of life, what should I do?" 

   "Who wouldn't like life at sea?" 

   "Fishermen don't like it. They have long been bored at sea." 

   "Really? Don't you like changing to such a luxury yacht?" 

  Listen to anyone who mentioned that, Menna, who had previously refuted opinions, raised her 

head to look at the advanced and luxurious paradise full of science fiction. 

   somewhat helplessly shook his head, and said: "Such...no one should be able to refuse." 

  If she had been allowed to live on the paradise anyway, Mona would be willing. 



As    was talking, there was a noise in the cabin. 

  The women all looked in the direction of the sound, and Qin Yu came over with a smile in swimming 

trunks. 

  The girls looked back curiously, wondering "Why don't you see both of them?" 

  "Are you having fun?" Holding on to the handrails, Qin Yu leaped onto the deck, and Qin Yu took a 

mouthful of champagne and suffocated. 

  He was so thirsty, he put down the cup and was about to have another one, and sister Zhou had 

already taken the initiative to fill him up. 

  This self-consciousness made Qin Yu take a high look at her, which is not bad. 

 Chapter 783 Sister Zhou: I'm too difficult 

   "Which is Dai Dai and Wanwan?" Finally, Zuo Yi asked with courage. 

  The main reason is that the guesses in my mind are too scary. One afternoon, two people... 

  Until now, no one can get out of the room, look at Qin Yu again. 

  Energetic, the whole body's tendon flesh exudes the luster after being moistened by sweat. 

  The strong male hormones emitted all over the body are undoubtedly the same as C medicine! 

  A trace of a smile at the corner of the mouth is confusing. 

  Lore... 

  At this moment, Qin Yu's masculine charm is irresistible, and his legs are almost weak just by 

looking at him. 

  This is still the result of forced control, if you don’t control... 

  Huh, huh~ 

  You can see Menna’s rapid breathing, and I’m afraid I’m on the verge of catching fire right now. 

   "Tired, let them rest first, let's eat." Qin Yu picked up the corded walkie-talkie hanging next to the 

seat, "Ready to have dinner." 

  On the second deck, the previously empty seats were full of people. 

  The quiet kitchen also became lively. 

  One by one the attendants took turns to deliver delicious food, and the bright smile made people 

feel happy. 

  The flowers and potted plants placed around add a free and active atmosphere to the restaurant. 

  "The view of the seabed at night is completely different from that of the day. Will anyone be there 

to see it?" 



  Fasting and slicing steaks, Qin Yu's taste is very heroic. 

  If someone else eats like him, the girls would have despised in their hearts: "Look at his poor and 

sour like he hasn’t eaten before." 

   can be changed to Qin Yu, it becomes what a man should be. 

  Rather than pointing up with orchid fingers, chewing slowly like a little lady who can't get out of the 

door, the second door can't move... 

   "Isn't it dangerous to be in the sea at night?" A Zhai was ready to move, she was the boldest of the 

few girls. 

  The madness of driving a motorboat before is silly to the girls. 

   was worried that she would accidentally fall down and cause an accident. 

   "With me, what are you worried about?" Qin Yu said frankly. 

  He has the strength and confidence to deal with known crises from the bottom of the sea. 

  As for the rumored giant deep-sea creatures, they are not in the deep-sea area, and they can’t even 

be seen. 

  Here, there are at most a few lost sharks. 

  I’m really going to meet it. Brother Yu just took the opportunity to taste something fresh and boil a 

shark fin soup to make up for it. 

   "I'll go." Hearing that he often dives at night, the bold A Zhai immediately raised his hand to sign 

up. 

  The other girls even wanted to seize this opportunity to get close to Qin Yu. 

  But as long as you look at the pitch-black sea outside, the fear of the unknown, the sea, and the 

darkness comes from the depths of the biological instinct. 

   asked them to dispel the thoughts in their hearts and gave the opportunity to A Zhai by default. 

   "Don't worry, there is still plenty of time, there will always be a chance." Sister Zhou comforted 

herself silently in her heart. 

  Compared with the eager expectations of the heart, the fear brought by the darkness and the sea is 

obviously better. 

  After eating a hearty Italian dish, the girls drank water contentedly. 

   Then they left the field and used their own mouthguard tricks. 

  Use baking soda to brush your teeth, use trusted brand mouthwash, and use the tooth cleaner 

directly. 

  In short, no matter how you do it, this little white tooth is definitely not to be lost. 



  Cleaning their teeth is the simplest daily routine for them, and it takes about 3 to 5 minutes. 

  Everyone appeared on the stern deck again, and A Zhai looked at Qin Yu enthusiastically with the 

waterproof glasses in his hand. 

  Waiting to dive with him at night and experience the underwater scenery at night. 

  Of course, being alone is also very important, but A Zhai doesn’t have so many messy thoughts. 

  The reason why she came is very simple. The eldest brother gave too much and directly smashed 

her bottom line. 

  So, this is a trade that you like me. 

It's that simple…… 

  Although she was surprised when she got here. 

  For example, the age of the elder brother, the beauty of the prosperous age, his figure and the 

luxury of the cruise ship. 

  Of course, it also includes the identity conclusion drawn after searching the Internet about futuristic 

Rhapsody Paradise. 

  Founder of Miracle Company, business genius, financial tycoon... 

   Wait for the title! 

   really gave her a great shock. I believe other girls also take advantage of their free time and rely on 

what they see and guess. 

  I learned about Qin Yu’s true identity, but everyone maintained a state of amnesia in a tacit 

understanding. 

  Is another picture, or in line with the eldest brother’s interest. 

  Maybe all! 

  But neither of these belong to A Zhai, she just thought clearly from the beginning. 

  Like this kind of boss, you can't tie it yourself. 

  Rather than thinking so much and worrying about gains and losses, it is better to have a good time. 

   "This can't work." Amusedly, he took the glasses in A Zhai's hand and threw them aside. 

  Qin Yu asked someone to bring a special diving suit. 

  Dress up, and give her a 12-liter compressed air bottle. 

   6 pieces of load, the overall weight reaches 35kg. 

  A Zhai's shoulders sank suddenly, "It's heavy." 



   "It won't be that heavy to get into the water." Signaling her to be ready, Qin Yu stretched out his 

hand and pushed her shoulder. 

   His back to the sea, his feet on the deck facing Qin Yu's house, then fell into the water. 

   Then Qin Yu backed up two steps, dived forward and jumped up. 

  Pop! 

  The water splashed, and the girls standing on both sides were splashed all over, laughing and 

avoiding. 

  Qin Yu also disappeared under the sea, and dragged A Zhai, who was a little flustered, to dive into 

the deep water. 

  "I only bring one oxygen cylinder, is it okay?" Zuoichi asked curiously. 

   "It's okay, the boss is very water-based, and he never brings any equipment in the water." The 

female teacher explained with a smile. 

  There is something unspeakable in the smile, as if to suggest something. 

  Next, the girls probably nodded their heads clearly. 

  Bring one, it is not stipulated that only one person can use it. 

  It seems that this underwater journey will take longer than expected. 

  Under the sea, two figures were stacked on top of each other, Qin Yu held A Zhai's waist with both 

hands and led her to sink together. 

  Every 2 minutes or so, Ah Zhai will take off the ventilator and give it to him. 

  Qin Yu took two mouthfuls and then returned it to her, and the two of them cooperated with each 

other and kept sinking. 

  About 60 meters, the light has become extremely dim. 

The darkness around    became deeper, and A Zhai became a little frightened. He reached out and 

pulled Qin Yu's hands on his waist down. 

  Let him hug his waist tightly and his chest close to his back, giving him a sense of safety and 

protection. 

  It’s just that there seems to be some weapon against him behind. 

  Danger, danger, danger... 

  79 minutes later, the girls on the boat saw the two floating up on the sea again. 

  It’s just that when Ah Zhai came back, there was no trace of the diving suit on his body. 

  Only the bikini was left, and the extra equipment was also carried by Qin Yu, and Qin Yu held him 

weakly and approached the deck. 



   "Come on, take it, I'm a little relieved." Qin Yu supported A Zhai with one hand and asked the girls 

to pull her up. 

  Then threw the equipment up before jumping on the deck. 

  Looking at A Zhai's face red and weak, the girls already had the answer in their hearts. 

  This boss... 

  It’s too expensive to play! 

  At this time, it was late at night, but no one was tired. 

  In addition to Dai Dai and Wanwan who are still sleeping in the room, there is also A Zhai who has 

just been sent into the cabin. 

  "Want to eat midnight snack? Do it yourself..." Qin Yu, who had just arrived soon, was going to the 

sea again to catch midnight snack. 

  Go to sea twice, with different goals. 

  Before it was for simple happiness, this time it was indeed pure indulgence. 

  In the sea, you can stretch your body to your heart's content and release the hidden power... 

   "I want to eat big crabs." Zuo Yi raised his hand and said. 

  Sister Zhou will also give up those superfluous thoughts, jumping and shouting: "Lobster, big 

lobster." 

  Mengna smiled sweetly and said, "Are there any oysters or abalone?" 

  The boss has worked so long, and it’s time to make up for it. 

  Otherwise, how could it be enough for three people at night. 

   patted her hip, Qin Yu smiled and jumped into the water and disappeared again. 

  It's just that, not long after this time, he reappeared on the sea. 

   Raised his right hand, and four lobsters were thrown onto the deck by grabbing Daao, and there 

were two plump swimming crabs in his left hand. 

  The girls screamed in excitement, jogging to find tools, and putting food in the basket. 

  Qin Yu dived into the water again, coming in and out, splashing all over... 

  Several times back and forth, only then did we find enough ingredients. 

  There is no abalone, but there are a lot of oysters, and there are two yellow croakers of good 

quality. 

  Get on the boat and start mashing, skillfully slaughtering, cleaning, internal organs and the like are 

directly thrown into the sea. 



  This is not pollution. These guts taken out are a rare delicacy for the aquatic life in the sea. 

  In fact, Brother Yu also saw a group of bamboo prawns below. 

  Just as a "normal person", it is impossible to bring these shrimps without tools. 

  So, I can only give up regretfully! 

  Go to the second-floor restaurant, move the oven to the deck guardrail, ignite and prepare for oil. 

  Zizi~ 

  Put the big yellow croaker up, the girls ran fast, only Brother Yu continued to put the rest of the 

ingredients there with a clip. 

  After putting all the ingredients, he looked back and said, "Who will come." 

   "I'm coming." Sister Zhou rushed up first. 

   Although not as strong as the previous wing, she still hopes to have more opportunities to 

performDai Dai and Wan Wan have completed home base and successfully entered the master cabin. 

   With the courage, A Zhai had a deep dive alone with the eldest brother... 

  Now only she, Saichi and Mena are left. It seems that tonight is going to play a four-player mahjong. 

   Facing Mengna and Zuo Yi, Zhou Jie is like a big enemy. 

  The figure and appearance of the two of them are not worse than their own, and she can only have 

some advantages in figure. 

  Kemona looks sweeter and makes people want to be loved. 

   Zuoyi has a unique temperament of sassy and domineering, really, it can only be indifferent. 

  If you want to deepen the impression of the big guys when shuffling the cards, you need to do 

more. 

  With this idea, Sister Zhou contracted the work needed for the next supper. 

  I just waited when she turned her head and wanted to ask Qin Yu if the food was cooked. 

  'S expression fell into a sluggish moment, and his eyes were full of anger and irritation: "Bitch, how 

can you not play cards according to the routine?" 

 Chapter 784 Sisters are good friends (plus more) 

  For the first time in my life, personally baked food and put it on the table. 

  Sister Zhou has no appetite! 

  The look in Anna's eyes was full of hostility, as well as a bit of contempt and incredible exclamation. 

  Sure enough, the face is something that is optional in a specific time and environment. 



   "Gudong, Gudong~" 

  Anna sipped the water, turning a blind eye to the alluring aroma of food on the table. 

  She is full, and no amount of delicious food can seduce her. 

  As for sister Zhou's disdainful eyes and hostility, Anna didn't care much. 

  Benefits will be in the mouth first, the others... 

   Even if it is despised, everyone is on the same boat. 

  No one is more noble than anyone... 

   are all wolves, what kind of sheep do they pretend? 

   is nothing more than an old trick pretending to be stubborn and trying to catch. 

  Since you like to play, I’ll start now. 

  If you think of it as a game, there are now three people leading the way. 

  The leader is still the bundle of double yolk eggs. 

  If you don’t work harder, wait until your eldest brother is exhausted...a fart in the back! 

  What other people think, Anna doesn't know, and has no intention of guessing. 

  She just wants her elder brother to remember herself, leave a good impression, and deepen her 

impression. 

  And then fish a little more is a little... 

  If you wait to disembark, everyone else will get 1 million+ 

  Only she took the 1 million first payment. 

  Doesn’t it seem that I am unprofessional, uncharming, and lack the ability to satisfy my eldest 

brother? 

  Such a shame, Anna can't bear it. 

   "Cough!" 

   Feeling that the atmosphere on the table is getting more and more embarrassing, the small eyes of 

the two people fighting secretly are about to shoot out sparks. 

   Looking stunned, Zuo Yi cleared his throat and said, "I'm hungry, can I start eating?" 

   "Eat, I'll try Xiao Zhou's craftsmanship." Qin Yu, who was silent all the way (watching the play), 

stretched out his hand to catch the lobster. 

  Sister Zhou slammed forward and took the lobster first: "Boss, I will peel the shell for you." 



   Speaking and put the lobster in front of him, regardless of the hot heat, while blowing, peeled off 

the shell with nails and tools. 

"Ok." 

Qin Yu, who had just straightened up, leaned back again and continued to enjoy the night scene 

(watching a play) with a beer. 

  It seems that this scene is not over yet, the follow-up will be more exciting! 

   Seeing the opponent's provocative gaze, Anna, who went to the next city first, was not outdone. 

   got up and took the small dish, and said softly and sweetly: 

  "Boss, let me make a dip for you. I stole the chef from the Michelin chef. 

   is the best match with seafood, the taste is the best I have ever tasted, you can try it. " 

  A little red vinegar, a drop of hoisin sauce, abalone juice, and then cut half a lemon to make the 

juice. 

  Gently stir evenly with your fingers, then place your fingers near your mouth. 

  Wow, click! 

  "Boss, you can taste it." Anna turned sideways slightly. 

  Hair just blocked half of her side face, and the looming delicate face is even more mysterious and 

seductive. 

  In terms of body language, Anna is pretty good at it. 

  Sister, great meeting! 

   "It looks good, I'll try it later." Qin Yu responded with a smile. 

   Seeing that Qin Yu’s attention was drawn away by a sauce, Zhou Jie's strength in peeling the shell 

was a little bit stronger. 

  I was thinking about how to find the place, and there was the sound of light footsteps from the 

stairs. 

  Dai Dai and Wanwan wake up, smelling. 

   "Wow, it smells so good!" 

  Seeing the food on the table, Dai Dai ran over with excitement. 

  T-shirt, denim hot pants, and a warm jacket. The sea breeze at night is still quite cold. 

The bend behind    is still so quiet. 

   is also a pair of denim hot pants and a white T-shirt, but she wears a completely different 

temperament. 



   Strangely, she was carrying a pair of black-faced and red-soled high heels in her hand. 

   "How did you bring the shoes out?" 

   Seeing the shoes she was holding, Zuo Yi, who couldn't stand the atmosphere of the scene, quickly 

turned off the topic. 

   "It's wet, take it out to dry it." Wanwan responded in a soft voice. 

   "Oh!" Zuo Yi nodded without doubt. 

  Wait for her to look back, she found that sister Zhou and Anna cast their vigilant gazes at Wanwan 

at the same time. 

  So? 

  Wait while sitting on the outside of the dining table while pulling the chair and placing high heels on 

the floor. 

  Inadvertently pick up the toe of the shoe with the toe of the right foot... 

  Grying Baizhi’s toes hung high heels just like that, when she swayed on the other leg. 

   Zuoyi suddenly realized! 

  It turns out that all of you present here are sisters, so good. 

  Look at the boss’s eyes, this will glance down frequently. 

  The half set of red feet with high heels is inexplicably full of temptation. 

  The situation is getting more and more intense, Qin Yu is still in the mood to drink beer, "Zuo Yi, ice 

cubes." 

   shook the cup in his hand, and Zuo Yi, who was sitting on the wax opposite, jumped up, jogged and 

said, "I'll get it." 

  Waiting to see the dining table, Zuoichi stopped and patted his chest for breath. 

  This scene is too exciting and too intense. 

  The atmosphere on the scene is like the air being sprayed with coagulant, and even the air is 

squeezed out by the aura. 

  It's suffocating! 

   "It's better to go back later." Rubbing his hands and feet to the corner, Zuo Yi shrank and looked 

forward. 

  Although the atmosphere at the scene was very tense, Saichi couldn't help but want to see it. 

  She wants to take this opportunity to learn more about how to deal with such a tragic big scene. 

  Or, one day it's your turn, isn't it going to be rubbed unilaterally on the ground! 



   "Wanwan, come, I'll eat this for you." 

  Sister Zhou took the lead in launching the offensive, placing a string of nine-section shrimp in front 

of Wanwan. 

  How about beauties, they still break work when they bite the string. 

  I saw Wanwan smile gently, and whispered, "Thank you Sister Zhou." 

   Wanwan first wiped the exposed part of the tag with paper, and then squeezed the shrimp with 

the thumb and index finger to remove the tag. 

  Put the shrimp on the plate, and carefully peel the shell with both hands. 

  The slender middle finger, ring finger and little thumb are tilted upwards, like a beautiful butterfly 

with spreading wings. 

   Peel the shrimp clean, squeeze the tail of the shrimp gently in Anna's prepared sauce. 

   With the other hand, he dragged the shrimp tenderly to Qin Yu's mouth. 

   "Boss." 

  The tingling sound of electric current touched my heart, and the cells all over my body seemed to 

be being massaged by my little hands. 

  Comfortable, relaxing... 

   "Hmm~" Qin Yu lay back freely and opened his mouth. 

  The touch of the fingertips and lips intensifies the ambiguous temperature. 

  In the eyes of others, it seems that there are two fires igniting between them at the same time. 

  Retracted the bend of the fingers and lowered his head, naturally put the fingers in the mouth and 

sucked gently. 

  The expression is full of innocence... 

   "To the effect, this is a master." 

  Sister Zhou and Anna, who had been hostile to each other before, looked at each other, and 

instantly reached a tacit understanding of cooperation. 

  Get rid of this top tea first! 

  Okay, you attack me. 

  Look at me... 

  As soon as the eyebrow peak was picked, Anna shot, bent over and went to get the red-soled high 

heels that hung on the toes. 

   "Wanwan, where did you buy this shoe? It looks good, I want a pair like this too." 



  Easy to take off the shoes, the moment Anna got up, she smiled triumphantly at sister Zhou. 

  The first kill went well, Yes~ 

  Who knows that Benwan doesn’t panic at all, with both feet upright, fingertips on the ground, and 

the instep forms an arc with the ground. 

  Due to the pressure, the blood color receded, and the originally white complexion appeared 

translucent and clear. 

What a nice view! 

  Anna couldn't help but think, suddenly she was clever, and she woke up. 

  What kind of first kill, my sister can handle it! 

   Sister Zhou, who had gone through the entire process, closed her brows, and said to her heart, "It 

seems that she is not easy to deal with!" 

  No, you can no longer make reckless moves, you must think of a countermeasure. 

  The expression in her eyes hinted that Anna was safe and not irritable, and the other party nodded 

weakly, her heart was full of loss. 

  I thought my tea art was high enough, but today I found out that it turned out to be just a newbie. 

   Xu was aware of the two men's plan to retreat. Wanwan smiled and continued to peel shrimps for 

Qin Yu. 

  One by one, the grilled shrimps were put into his mouth, and every time Benwan would **** the 

fingers soaked in the seasoning. 

  But the action is completely different. Put it in your mouth to suck, lick with the tip of your tongue, 

and gently pull out with your lips... 

  In short, every action is full of allure. 

   brings people unlimited space for imagination. 

   also means that Brother Yu is well-informed and outstanding. 

  Otherwise, he was taken away in a hug earlier, and went back to the cabin to shake the boat. 

  "Boss, the lobster is cut, do you want to eat it?" Here, sister Zhou cuts the peeled lobster into small 

pieces. 

   put it neatly on a small plate, and asked with a fork with a smile. 

  Qin Yu didn't talk nonsense, and leaned forward and opened his mouth. 

  Lightly tap the dipping sauce, the shrimp meat is delivered into Qin Yu's mouth, and sister Zhou 

pierces a small piece. 

  Dip...Send to the mouth...Repeat... 



  Looking at the two serving the boss one by one, Sister Zhou seems to have forgotten the previous 

covenant. 

  Instead, talking and laughing with Wanwan, Anna decided not to sit still. 

  "Boss, oyster meat is what you need most now. I will help you get it right." 

  Putting a plate of peeled oyster meat in front of Qin Yu, Anna got up and went around the bend and 

squatted directly beside the chair. 

  Right leg propped on the ground, left hand dragging the small white plate, right hand using 

chopsticks to pick up the oyster and ingredients to Qin Yu's mouth. 

   One bite for you, one bite for me. 

  Qin Yu only needs to turn his head left and right, and eat half full without thinking about anything. 

  At this time, Zuoyi who went to find Bing came back. 

  Holding an ice bucket and a beer in his hand, put the ice bucket on the table. 

  Zuoyi opened a bottle and filled Qin Yu’s cup with tons of tons. 

   Then put ice cubes in, one, two, three... 

  As soon as the third piece was put down, the wine overflowed from the glass, flowing continuously 

along Zuoyi’s fingers. 

   "Oops, it's coming out." Saichi raised the wine glass over his shoulders, and raised his head to lick 

the liquid flowing between his fingers. 

  Grass, UU reading www. Should uukanshu.com be so good? 

  The girls who saw this scene expressed their greetings to Saichi in the most beautiful language in 

their hearts. 

  Actually, no one knew that this was the skill that Zuoichi learned from them. 

  Live learning and use, the effect is actually very good! 

  At this time, Zuo Yi was already in the arms of the boss, and he personally fed the boss a little bit of 

alcohol. 

  When adding ice, he accidentally dropped the ice cube into his chest, amidst Zuichi’s exaggerated 

scream. 

  The boss caught the ice cubes with his fingers, and the hot current flickered frequently between the 

two. 

   "No, I can't wait any longer." Sister Zhou thought with a tangled expression on her face. 

  After watching Qin Yu and Zuo Yi whispering to each other, all her worries were thrown behind her. 



   Touched her cheek with her hand, and sister Zhou secretly said, "This face was only lost at the 

time." 

   Push the chair back, knees bend, and the person has disappeared under the table. 

  The geoduck is gone, she has to go down and look for it carefully... 

 Chapter 785 I like the way you have never seen the world (plus more) 

  In the end, the face-saving sister Zhou still failed to grab the second-to-last position. 

  Because Zuo Yi is like her, she chooses to go all out. 

   Fighting for food with her in public, so that her desire to eat alone was completely frustrated. 

  Watching the rankings are finalized, everyone is full. 

Brother Yu doesn't install it anymore. 

  They are full, but Brother Yu hasn’t finished cooking yet! 

  This dish, you have to eat it hot, fresh and warm. 

  …… 

  …… 

  The hustle and bustle on the deck resumed the next day. 

  The girls were radiant and moisturized, talking to each other. 

  Before careful thinking, all over and underhand struggles are gone. 

  I thought it was not enough to eat, so I wanted to be squeezed dry. 

  Unexpectedly, the reserves are amazing, and almost support them to death... 

  Since everyone has something to eat, there is nothing to earn. 

   "You said, who is the boss calling?" Zuoichi asked curiously, lying beside the fence. 

   "Secretary Xu." Wanwan responded calmly. 

   found that everyone looked at themselves and explained: "I heard it when I came out." 

   "It seems to be the company's business...Ah, do you know how rich Miracle Company is?" 

  Anna is very curious about the assets of Miracle Company, mainly because there are too many 

popular analyses on the Internet. 

  Because Miracle Company is not listed, its assets are not disclosed. 

  The outside world can only rely on calculations to judge its current market value. Some say one or 

two hundred billion, some say five or six hundred billion, and some say that it is upwards of at least 800 

billion. 



  Some people say that its potential is endless, and it will definitely exceed one trillion by the time it 

goes public. 

   "It's already over a trillion." Sister Zhou said with emotion: "The shareholders after the miracle all 

bought shares in the trillions." 

  Curved eyes are scattered, obviously shocked. 

What is the concept of a trillion-level enterprise? It can be said that its influence in the business field is 

no less than that of a country. 

   "Trillions, really or not?" Ah Zhai mentioned a question that everyone is curious about. 

   "Of course it's true. It's not a secret. Everyone in the Three Qin Club knows it." 

  Why is there another Sanqin meeting? The girls are even more fascinated. 

  What is all this, and what is the Sanqin Meeting? 

  …… 

  …… 

  In the sunshine room, Qin Yu, who was taking up the cord, put his phone on the table, thinking 

about the message from Xu Meixin. 

  Scientific research institute was invaded, a false alarm! 

  Before the other party could enter the door, the alarm was sounded by the unicorn who noticed the 

arrival. 

  The security guard who came to scare the opponent back and let him return without success. 

  Since I didn’t enter the door, there was naturally no loss of things. 

  I just let the other party escape like this, a bit regretful... 

  Qin Yu had long expected that it would happen one day. 

   Therefore, Kirin has been informed in advance of the way to deal with it, which is also the reason 

why the alarm will be sounded in time. 

  However, although nothing was lost this time, vigilance and security have to be upgraded. 

  If there is one, there will be two. If you have the first rank, even if you fail to succeed. 

  The result that allows the opponent to get away easily, will give speculators hope. 

  Even if it is unsuccessful once, I will always succeed if I come a few more times. 

  As long as it succeeds, it is the wealth of the sky. 

  Lee take the lead, and there are so many people who dare to take risks. 

  Once some things are taken first, the follow-up will be a steady stream of trouble. 



  Qin Yu would not naively think that the other party will give up once he fails, change evil and 

become a good citizen. 

  In addition, there is another news. 

  From Smecta, Li Zhen failed to get pregnant. 

  This is naturally in Yu Ge's expectation, bad silver, impossible. 

  It's just Li Zhen's persistence, which is a bit of a headache. 

  She asked Xu Meixin to tell Qin Yu that she would come to him again after the company 

reorganization was finished. 

  When it comes, he must be prepared, and the lady misses him very much. 

  …… 

  In this regard, Yu Ge can only say that it is the most difficult to accept the grace of beauty. 

  I'm done, I'm not afraid. 

  The daily harassment of Mildew is still the same, but the call is transferred from Qin Yu to Xu 

Meixin. 

   "It's okay to pull black, I only have arrangements." Qin Yu smiled, and said to her heart, "This girl 

has a really twisted temper." 

  Since it is so hot, it should be cool for a few more days. 

  Let her be hotter, and Brother Yu will finish work early. 

  We just want to try the real data of global top flow, 180cm, leg length 120+, what is the sense of 

manipulation. 

  Don’t think about the rest, it’s troublesome! 

  …… 

   "Kirin, how is the progress of the city of miracles?" 

  Being too lazy to move under the sun, Qin Yu took the opportunity to learn about the trends in all 

aspects. 

   "Everything is normal." Kylin. 

  At present, one third of the main underground building has been completed. According to the 

scheduled progress, the equipment can be installed in the summer. 

  Following the surface project, it will also enter the final stage, and all the work will be successfully 

completed before the delivery deadline. 

  The heat of the energy tower has gradually subsided over time. 



  After all, a pillar that can only be seen from afar, cannot be approached, and does not understand 

the specific purpose. 

  In this fast-paced era of material flow, it is difficult to maintain long-term public opinion 

enthusiasm. 

  There are so many melons and fragments of information every day, and there is no time to think. 

How can we care about a stick? 

  This is good news for Qin Yu, and it is best for everyone to forget about it. 

  Let the project proceed smoothly and be delivered on time! 

  The reason why Qin Yu is particularly concerned about the city of miracles is not only because of its 

importance. 

  There is another important factor, the hope that the system will be upgraded to LV10. 

  The funds were transferred to a third-party account, but Qin Yu did not rise to LV.10 because of this. 

  Qin Yu was puzzled about this, and immediately asked the system if it was Watt. 

  Getting a response from the system, Qin Yu knew that the money needed to be spent before it was 

considered a real consumption. 

  Only transfer to a third-party supervised account is not acceptable, but it is also okay if this is the 

case. 

  Back and forth hundreds of times, does Qin Yu want to upgrade how many levels? 

  Now, just wait for the completion of the city of miracles. 

  Spend all the money to reach the standard line required for upgrading. 

  In this way, Brother Yu can be successfully promoted to LV10. 

  In order to upgrade the system, it was not easy for Brother Yu. 

   "Did you find any traces of that incident last time?" Qin Yu asked abruptly after turning around. 

  "The probability of similarity to the previous event is 86.762%...the target has no contact with the 

outside world." Qilin. 

   Hearing its answer, Qin Yu pinched the bridge of his nose, frowning her eyebrows. 

  In the ex-boyfriend violence incident, Gao Bo maliciously photographed the wretched man in his 

early days. 

  Qin Yu certainly will not forget him, and has always made Qilin pay attention to his communication 

trends. 

  Whether it is a mobile phone, a fixed line, or the Internet, as long as it is in contact with the outside 

world. 



  The unicorn who has locked his voice and appearance will instantly perceive his behavior. 

  Of course, it is also possible that the other party is too cautious and adopts some kind of disguise. 

  Or direct face-to-face contact in reality to avoid being monitored by electronic devices and 

networks. 

  Because of this, Kylin will come to the previous conclusion. 

  The method used this time is the same as the previous black hands who spread negative news on 

the Internet and exposed Lixin’s investment goals. 

  The actions are very similar, and they are very defensive. 

  But after Kirin tracked down the neon, it couldn’t be worse. 

  Qin Yu always felt that there was someone else behind this incident. 

  It's just that the other party hides it deeply, and it hasn't revealed any footwork until now. 

  Moreover, there must be great energy. 

  Energy, energy... 

  A smiling face appeared in Qin Yu's mind inexplicably, gentle and elegant, like a jade. 

   "He is a poisonous snake, and those who believe in him will not end well in the end." Ye Jinlan's 

warning is vivid. 

   Ye Haotian, could it be him? 

  Qin Yu is not very sure, at least so far, there has been no direct conflict between them. 

  Even the Ye Family, as Ye Haotian said that day. 

  There is no actual conflict between them, they just can't understand each other, and there is a bit of 

quarrel between each other. 

   But some hatred, it started with a few simple quarrels. 

   Ye Hua, this person, relied on a few short contacts. 

  It can be seen that he has a big obsession with the family's opinions, and he looks down on such 

mud legs as Qin Yu in his heart. 

  Even if the miracle company has achieved what it is today, the concept of being a master from the 

heart has not changed. 

  This can be seen from the last time Qin Yu went to pick up Miss Ye, when the other party bluntly 

refused to let him in. 

  So the easing is definitely not easing, and this is one of the reasons why Qin Yu refused Ye Haotian's 

good intentions in the first place. 

  Although the most important thing is Ye Jinlan’s warning, and Qin Yu’s dislike for him. 



  But Ye Hua’s attitude also accounts for part of the factor! 

  As for Ye Haotian, except for Ye Jinlan’s warning so far. 

  Qin Yu also inexplicably hates him from the bottom of his heart, the most intuitive, undisguised... 

  Disgusted! 

  Yes, it is instinctive disgust. 

  It's like when you pass the garbage dump in the summer, you unconsciously speed up your pace and 

frown. 

  The more perfect Ye Haotian's performance is, the more disgusting Qin Yu feels. 

   is like being outside the real self, with a flawless shell. 

  No matter how you can hide it, the faint stench radiating under the body will still be noticed by 

sensitive people. 

  If it is really him, how should Qin Yu face the Ye family. 

  Ye is always Ye Lao, Jinlan is Jinlan, Ye family is Ye family... 

  It’s great if things are as simple as you think. 

  If this is true, Qin Yu does not need to be bothered by his own affairs every day. 

   "Kirin, add Ye Haotian to the list..." Qin Yu still decided to confirm first. 

  There is Qilin's monitoring. If he is really directing everything behind his back, there will always be 

times when he shows his feet. 

   As the saying goes: Only the day before yesterday is a thief, there is no anti-thief a thousand days. 

  This time, let Brother Yu come to be a thief. 

  It’s not the first time. I was stealing my heart before, but this time I was stealing information. I 

didn’t miss the details a lot. 

  Baking in the sun, turn on the notes. 

  The first thing that pops up is the short video of the little anchor, Cheng Xiyu’s cheongsam. 

  The amorous Kutai, holding a peacock feather fan, sits on the rickshaw to go to the banquet. 

  The enchanting and sentimental looking back and chuckling between the eyebrows makes the 

bones crisp. 

   "Yunliusha's high-end brand: Shanjinxiu is officially launched, do you like it?" @非物文化 

Heritage@音符官方@旗袍@经典美 

  Slid to the left, Qin Yu turned over the most recent videos, only to understand what the little anchor 

has done recently. 



  Splendid Mountain, a cheongsam starts at 200,000 yuan, purely hand-woven and formed, and 

privately customized. 

  Hand in hand with the old craftsmen of Shancheng to reproduce the splendor of Shanjin. 

   Carefully search for relevant information, good guys, foreign leaders like and forward it. 

  The cheongsam video on the tubing has more than 10 million likes, which is an international 

development of the business. 

   What's even more outrageous is that the following is actually a good comment. 

   are all asking where to buy, these clothes really exist, not computer special effects? 

  Seeing the foreigners' surprise and surprise, Yu Ge, who was holding the mobile phone, showed his 

aunt's smile. 

  It’s a little girl who has never seen it before, so cute. 

 Chapter 786 The little bird, raise and play! 

  "Boss, try this." 

   "Boss, this is very good, I'll feed you." 

  "Boss, this juice is delicious..." 

   Lying on the sofa, lying flat with both hands open, Qin Yu only needs to be responsible for opening 

his mouth. 

   One bite here, another bite, and another bite of milk froth! 

  Well, this little day... 

  Yu brother is used to it, life is just a pleasure. 

  Today is the day to return to the voyage. It is time to go back after playing for 5 days. 

  The girls take advantage of the time, and quickly perform! 

  After disembarking, whether to eat meat or drink soup, it depends on their performance in the past 

few days and whether the boss is satisfied. 

  Seeing that there are only a few hours left to return, all pretending to be self-sufficient and face is 

thrown to the bottom of the sea. 

  Wait on the shore, put on the stripped ones again. 

  Who can know? 

   Transformed, still a goddess... 

   "Okay." After eating and drinking, Qin Yu, who was lying flat, sat up and was able to see the club's 

dock far away. 



  "Sit down and get the money." Qin Yu opened the handbag and took out the checkbook. 

  Swipe~ 

  Slide the pen tip on the paper, and give it to Sister Zhou first. 

  Although she did not win the top spot, Zhou Jie has been doing her best these days, doing more 

than anyone else, and doing hard work. 

  Brother Yu saw everything in his eyes, and the check at the beginning of 2 was a recognition of her 

attitude! 

   "Thank you, boss." Sister Zhou happily accepted the check, smiling from ear to ear. 

   Mainly because the masseter muscles on both sides are numb, she has to go to the hospital first 

when she gets ashore. 

  However, everything is worth it. 

  In her small purse, there is a rice business card. 

  The above is her private number. 

  The boss said: "I've given you the opportunity. Can you seize it? It's up to you." 

  I had the opportunity to meet with rice and go to the famous interview. 

  For Sister Zhou, this is a worthwhile trip! 

  So, whoever takes more and who takes less this time doesn’t matter to her anymore. 

  Because in her heart, she is the biggest winner! 

  "Hello." Qin Yu tore off the check and handed it to Zuo Yi. 

  Zuo Yi, who has already spotted the number in advance, puts it in the bag without looking at it. 

  'S performance is very low-key, but she is really happy in her heart. 

  2 million, the down payment for the window apartment has... 

  Others are the same, one is 2 million per person, fair and reasonable! 

  As long as Brother Yu is happy, this little money is really nothing. 

  The basic salary issued by the system in one month is 11.66 million, rounding up = white 

prostitution! 

  Nothing wrong... 

  Except for one person, Xu Wanwan. 

   "You, will follow me later." Qin Yu raised his head and glanced at Xu Wanwan before putting away 

the checkbook. 



  The girls are dumbfounded... 

  This is, let the big brother give the photo, and ask Jinwu to hide the jealousy. 

  Sister Zhou, who thought she was a big winner before, felt that the cheques and business cards in 

her bag disappeared instantly. 

  Hang up the boss’s thick legs, what more checks and opportunities do you need? 

  As long as there is this thigh sticking in there, hold it tightly. 

  In this life, the next life, and the next life, I don’t have to worry about food and clothes. I will arrive 

in Rome when I lie down. 

   So angry! ! 

  Even Dai Dai looked at his girlfriends with a bit of envy. 

  In this way, do you become the best friend of "Kotai". 

  In the future, you can also follow your girlfriends, rub luxury cars, rub villas, rub men... 

  Cough, typo, typo! 

  If you want to rub, you have to ask the boss to speak. Although a precedent is set, it is not 

acceptable to everyone. 

  First of all, you have to be handsome! 

  No boss is so handsome, at least he has to look seven or eight. 

  Furthermore, you have to be generous, you don’t have 1 million, and talk about admiration and 

sincerity. 

  Finally, you must not live well. 

  The girls have been tempted by this trip. 

  Ordinary dishes, that is definitely not good. 

  "Boss, please make an appointment if you miss me." When disembarking, the girls smiled and blew 

kisses to him, looking forward to meeting the boss again. 

  Qin Yu just stood on the deck and watched them leave with a smile. As for the list, it has been swept 

into the "garbage recycling bin." 

  The reason why game is game is because you can’t eat more. 

  Occasionally, it’s fine to taste once. If you eat too much, you will get tired... 

  As for the mountain treasures among them, this will not be left to Brother Yu. 

  After five days of development, Xu Wanwan's data has been improved. 

  172cm, 58kg, appearance value 97↑, figure 98-. 



  With these four data, Yu Ge decided to keep her with her for a while. 

  As for the future, Brother Yu didn't think so far. 

  Canary, just keep it if you like it. 

  Someday I’m tired, I don’t want to raise it anymore, just let it go. 

   "Do you have a boyfriend?" Qin Yu asked casually when getting off the boat with Wanwan. 

  Xu Wanwan's expression changed slightly, and he said in deep thought, "Yes." 

   "Divide it!" Qin Yu said. 

   "...Okay." Xu Wanwan didn't hesitate, so he agreed. 

  Boss This is to support yourself, to choose to follow the boss, or to return to the original life. 

  Choose, in fact, there was an answer when I came. 

  She wants to make money, she wants to live the life of a master. 

  There are luxury cars in and out, and all the luxury houses. 

  Yes, no matter how big the house is, it will slap so much when you fall asleep. 

  I can live in a 2000-square-meter villa. Can I feel the same as living in a 20-square-meter apartment? 

  Does cooking in a 4㎡ kitchen feel the same as using cabinets worth 2 million+ in a 120㎡ kitchen? 

  One is living, the other is living. 

  Only those who have truly experienced the ups and downs can truly understand the gap. 

  Eating vegetarian noodles or meat noodles. Wanwan never wants to go through the days of arguing 

about the remaining 5 yuan. 

  She couldn't stand it even if it was just one day. 

  So, she came. 

  The current choice is the same. 

  She wants to change... 

  Yes, in the end, proud, she also chose to compromise her life. 

   Thinking back to the past, a sarcasm smile appeared at the corner of his curved mouth, "After all, I 

have become what I once hated." 

  But why, there is a kind of relief in my heart. 

  "Is there a place to live?" Qin Yu asked after getting in the car. 

Wanwan shook his head and cast his gaze out of the window. 



   is to say goodbye to the past, but also to look forward to a new future. 

  From today, everything will be brand new. 

  Lingang New City, Qin Yu parked the car at the gate of the central community. 

  "Brother, do you want to see the house?" As soon as I pushed the car door, an agent came forward 

to hand over his business card. 

   "Look." Qin Yu took the business card and smiled. 

   "It's a coincidence, we have all the houses here, apartments, flats, villas, what do you want to see?" 

   "Leveling." Qin Yu didn't choose a villa, so Xu Wanwan, who followed, was darkened. 

  Do you think too beautiful? 

   Then I thought that the flat floor is also good, and the villa in the country may not have a flat floor 

to live in comfortably. 

   Countryside? 

  This mentality...has been floating. 

  First, I went to the store and looked at the 3D real-life picture, and Qin Yu picked a new set of large 

flats. 

  The total area is 258 square meters, with three bedrooms, three halls, six bathrooms, plus a 

cloakroom of 80 square meters, and a free terrace area of 60 square meters. 

The total price of    was 8.65 million, and Qin Yu said that he would go to the field first. 

  The picture is quite comprehensive, but it is still not clear on the spot. 

  Specific layout, lighting, and orientation, these all need to be considered. 

  There is also the overall situation of the community, so you have to see it with your own eyes. 

  Do not dig three feet of the ground, check it clearly. 

  At least the general situation has to be investigated clearly. Once you move in, it is found that all are 

tenants, there are many people, and everyone can get in and out. 

  If you don’t even have a safety guarantee, what kind of life quality and mood can you talk about? 

  Walk around in the community first, and the greening is normal. 

  There is a small garden, there are paths for walking, and a small playground for children. 

  The stairway is quite clean, and the elevator is still protected by wooden boards and has not been 

removed. “Is there anyone else decorating now?” 

  Listening to Qin Yu’s question, the agent hurriedly explained: “Some owners bought it but did not 

install it. We have developed well in the past two years, so many people moved here. 



  But you can rest assured that we are all decorated, and there are strict regulations on the 

decoration time, which will not affect the daily rest. " 

  16th floor, the floor is not bad. 

  Two elevators and two households, they are just public, not independent elevators to directly enter 

the households. 

  "Mr. Qin, Miss Xu." The intermediary opened the door and asked the two of them to come in. 

  The decoration is quite satisfactory, there is nothing wrong with it, and nothing particularly dazzling. 

  Detailed layout needs to be purchased by the host after check-in. 

  The things used in the house are not bad, and the lines and pipes laid by water and electricity are 

not bad. 

  "How do you like it?" Standing on the large attached terrace, Qin Yu looked down. 

  Xu Wanwan followed and looked down. The small garden in the middle of the building looked 

shabby. 

  But in fact, apart from the elderly and children, young people don’t have much time to walk in the 

community. 

  I just have to exercise, I don’t have to go to the gym to check in, take photos, post a circle of friends 

and so on. 

   "Will it be too big," Xu Wanwan said softly. 

  Do you like the house? 

  Of course I like it, even Lingang New City, it is a mansion worth more than 8 million. 

   Really realize what this price represents. Xu Wanwan had already floated out of the sky because it 

was not the loss of the villa. 

   "Occasionally, I will come to live, it's bigger and more convenient." Qin Yu is still satisfied with the 

house, but not very satisfied with the price. 

  One flat 30,000 yuan, yes, the market price is correct! 

  The real deal can't reach this price at all, it belongs to the price but no market. 

  Yu brother has never been too entangled in this aspect, UU reading www.uukanshu.com, you can 

earn it, but you have to have a degree. 

   "Twenty-eight thousand, full payment, if possible, sign the contract now." Qin Yu clearly explained 

his meaning to the intermediary. 

  The other party said immediately, to communicate with the owner. 

  After a while, the agent came back with a happy smile: "Brother, the owner agreed. Let's sit in the 

store for a while and he will come right away." 



  Go back to the store, serve tea and pour water, after a long toss. 

  The intermediary put the contract on the table and asked Qin Yu to see if there were any problems. 

  Today's intermediaries no longer take their responsibilities cleanly as they did in previous years. 

  What should be borne is still to be borne, and the rest is the set of standard contracts, which is 

nothing good. 

  20 minutes, the owner arrived, with a wide shoulders and a round waist, holding a golden 

bulingbuling handbag in his hand. 

  Kangdang took a seat in front of him, "The previous price is definitely not good." 

  The smiles on the faces of the intermediary and Qin Yu freeze at the same time! 

 Chapter 787 The future prince of the group? 

  No, no, why are you here? 

   "Sister, don't we want to talk outside?" The intermediary was also embarrassed, sitting on the wax 

and holding up a smile, and wanted to talk to the landlord outside. 

   "No, just say it here... Twenty-eight is no good, I'll be less, twenty-nine thousand eighty-eight." 

  Roshan talked to Qin Yu and asked, “You just want to buy a house. My house is so good that I don’t 

have to worry about selling it.” 

   "The price is already very cheap, you can go outside and ask, they are all over 30,000..." 

   Before the other party finished speaking, Qin Yu had already stood up. 

   Picked up the bag on the table and said to the intermediary: "In this way, I will look elsewhere and 

talk slowly." 

   "Hey, why are you like this? I'm here now, you are going to leave?" Roshan was not happy. 

   looked at Qin Yu accusingly, as if he was the one who did not keep his promise. 

Brother Yu was amused, but he didn't say anything, so he just threw away. 

  You can’t waste your tongue with this kind of person. 

  Said for a long time, besides making yourself feel bad, what else can you gain? 

  Mali left, just change the house and watch. 

  "Brother, bro, wait, bro..." The intermediary chased after him, but stopped at the door. 

   looked back at Roshan, who was sitting dumbfounded, and then at Qin Yu, who was walking away, 

followed by Xu Wanwan, who followed like a bird. 

   helplessly stomped, "Hey, why did I..." 

  At this moment, he can't wait to slap himself twice. 



   Knowing that he is a big money owner, why did he take him to see such an unreliable house? 

   "Yes, don't sell this sister's house, you can take it back by yourself!" I thought that this was the 

second time that this happened. 

  The last customer made her feel so angry, and I asked her if she was really willing to lower the price 

this time. 

  She vowed to herself that she would only sign twenty-eight thousand when she came over. 

  Really, her tone at the time, really... 

  Think about it now, the intermediary just wants to cry. 

  I am stupid, I am too naive, I am too naive! 

   went out, and within two steps, an agent in a suit and leather shoes came up again. 

   "Brother, see the house, we have a lot of houses." The intermediary handed over the business card. 

  Qin Yu glanced at it and said, "Forget it, it's too much trouble, no need." 

  Take out the mobile phone, Qin Yu dials Li Xiao's number directly. 

  In the beginning, he didn't intend to disturb him, the chief director, because of this little incident. 

  But I was shaken by someone before. Brother Yu was not in the mood and had the patience to 

come again. 

   "Hey, brother, are you busy?" The call was connected, and Qin Yu beckoned to Xu Wanwan, who 

was following him obediently, and motioned for the other party to follow. 

  Sit into the poison cab, Qin Yu drove southwest in the direction that Li Xiao said. 

  "When you buy a house, you don’t look for Sister Yalan. Luheng’s project expansion over there, the 

third phase of the East Coast Liancheng project, are all high-end villas. 

  I am also going to buy a set there. Brother Yu, let us be neighbors! " 

   "I go to a few." Qin Yu didn't say directly, but Li Xiao understood. 

  This is the tacit understanding of LSP. There are girls, and you have to raise... 

   "Okay, look at it first, and ask Sister Yalan specifically, she can't take out two sets of the reserved 

apartment." 

  Li Xiao, this is to follow Qin Yu. There are not many room types reserved for this project. 

  With his face, he may not be able to get the best apartment. 

  If you want to speak as Qin Yu, he must be a proper Lou Wang. 

   Jiang Hongsheng still owes him a favor! 

  As for Sister Yalan, hehehe... 



  What's the relationship between the two, don't you have any points in your heart? 

  All understand, all understand! 

   "Your room is gone, let's see for yourself!" Qin Yu hung up the phone while cursing with a smile. He 

must have been busy listening to the clamor. 

   Drive the car to Dishui Lake, follow the navigation and stop at the gate of the third phase of the 

project. 

  The neat 11-storey small high-rise and townhouses came into view, and the security guard at the 

door came up and asked: "Sir, is it the owner or the inspector?" 

   "Check the room." Qin Yu said. 

   "Park the car over there for the inspection, and the sales department is next door." The security 

guard pointed to the right. 

   "Okay." Parked the car in the parking space, Qin Yu didn't rush to get out of the car, and first called 

Yalan. 

  There are good apartment types reserved, don’t, go in and buy others to pick the rest. 

  No problem, who does this? 

   "Hey, Sister Yalan... I'm here in Lingang, yes... I want to buy a villa, a friend, yes... how come..." 

  Qin Yu’s smile was sometimes overflowing, sometimes embarrassing, and sometimes more 

embarrassing to be dismantled. 

   Xu Wanwan listened quietly, remembering the name "Yalan" in his heart. 

   Can talk and laugh with the boss, and the boss must please the woman. 

  Xu Wanwan silently included her in the list of "not to be provoked". To be a canary, she must also 

learn to be smart. 

  No one likes a stupid bird who only knows how to barking, no matter how glamorous it looks, it will 

be plucked out of the pot one day. 

  The chat lasted for half an hour. If it weren’t for Qin Yu’s supercar that was driving a lot of money, 

the security would have come to provoke people. 

   "Okay, thank you Sister Yalan, I will go home to eat dinner tomorrow." 

  Qin Yu hangs up to take up the line amidst Yalan’s arrogant voice of “who invited you to come and 

have a meal”. 

Seeing Qin Yu's inaction, Xu Wanwan asked curiously: "Boss, are we waiting for someone?" 

"Ok." 

  Qin Yu waited for about 5 minutes, opened the door and got out of the car: "Go." 



  In the sales department, someone is looking out of the door. 

   Seeing Qin Yu and Xu Wanwan coming, they looked down at the phone, as if confirming something. 

  The little girl hurriedly opened the door, and asked with a warm smile: "Is it Mr. Qin?" 

   "Yes, it's me." Qin Yu nodded. 

   "Hello, please here, hello madam." Bowing and smiling, the little girl took the two directly to the 

VIP signing room. 

  "I'll pour you some water first, so you can sit down first." The little girl was busy and waited for 

everything to be done before she stroked her skirt and sat on the opposite side. 

  "Mr. Qin, the boss personally called before and said that we would show you the best apartment 

type reserved. 

  There are no drawings for these apartment types, we have to look at it on the spot, you see..." 

   "Leave now." Qin Yu took a drink from the cup and said with a smile. 

   "Okay, let's please here." From the back, I walked out of the sales department and went directly to 

the community. 

  A sightseeing car stopped at the door, and the girl’s colleague acted as the driver. 

"Hello." 

  The young man nodded and smiled at the two of them. 

  Qin Yu responded politely and followed the little girl into the car: "Let's go!" 

  Xu Wanwan is very well-behaved and quiet along the way, like a little pet following his owner. 

  But her heart was not at all peaceful, and she switched from the big flat to the big villa. 

   is still a new project developed by Luheng. The key is that from previous conversations, she learned 

that what she wants to buy is an excellent apartment type reserved by the developer. 

  This kind of operation by developers has long been no secret in the Internet era. 

  The room types reserved by the developers are basically prepared for some seniors of their own 

companies, who need to manage their relationships and acquaintances. 

  These room types not only have a good location, but also an excellent layout, and the configuration 

is also of the highest standard. 

  Naturally, the price is high, and Xu Wanwan's heart is excited again. 

  What is the market price of a villa like this? ? ? 

  Tourist car turns around in the community, and finally enters a small road among green trees. 

  The moment I came out of the grove, the scenery in front of me suddenly became clear. 



  Rockery, man-made lake, flowing river, wooden arch bridge. 

  Flower gardens grow, and behind it is a gray-white independent villa. 

  The villa is three stories high, and there is a large open space in front of the door. It looks like it can 

park four or five cars. 

   "Mr. Qin, this is here." At this moment, the little girl also saw that Qin Yu was the only one in 

charge. 

   Following him is a little pet, as long as he is not rude, there is no need to deliberately ask her 

opinion. 

  The villa building is in Western European style, with two pillars in front of the door facing the 

entrance hall and the opposite door. 

  The apex of the roof is used for flue and ventilation, which is both styling and practical. 

  The walls on both sides of the door are made of glass material, and the high-rise living room is full 

of round floor-to-ceiling windows. 

  Bright sunshine poured into every corner of the room. 

  Poor lighting? 

   does not exist, before the sun goes around the roof, the living room is as warm and bright as the 

outdoors. 

   "Mr. Qin, let's go in and have a look." 

  The little girl stepped forward to open the door, and said as she walked: "Considering the 

architectural style and privacy issues, so I planted that small forest in front of the villa. 

  Unless you bypass the woods, you can see this independent villa. The entrance to the vehicle is at 

the other end of the private lawn. 

  Through the driveway next to the lawn, the owner can drive the car directly into the garage. " 

  Bright living room and dining room, the privacy of the master bedroom and guest room are 

excellent, the overall space utilization area, almost no waste is seen. 

  If you have to be more authentic, the place where stools and vases are placed in the corner should 

be the only slot. 

  If you remove these ornaments, the corners of the palm will naturally become a defect! 

  Wandering around, Xu Wanwan’s eyes are full of "like, like, like..." 

   Back in the living room, Qin Yu sat on the sofa and looked around. She couldn't fault her. 

   "What's the price?" Qin Yu looked at the little girl in the sales department. 

   "Mr. Qin, if you like it, the boss will give it to you." 



  The little girl put down the document she had been holding in her arms, spread out a smile and 

said, "You only need to sign it." 

"…"give away. 

  Yu's relaxed mood instantly raises his vigilance, what do you mean? 

Does    mean Jiang Hongsheng, or Sister Yalan’s idea? 

This… 

  Such a hidden, high-end villa, the layout of the house is all valuable handicrafts. 

  The overall construction cost is at least over 100 million yuan, which is not even the price of the 

land. 

  Send directly...The hidden love nest? 

  So, UU reading www.uukanshu.com means Yalan? ? ? 

  The danger signal struck again, and Brother Yu understood it instantly. 

  What kind of reserved apartment type is this house, it must be specially built. 

   was not made for Jiang Hongsheng, but for Yalan. 

  Where is Brother Yu to raise the canary, it is clear that he is to be raised as a canary... 

   "Cough!" Qin Yu cleared his throat and took the pen to sign. 

  Under Xu Wanwan’s lost and clear gaze, Qin Yu asked again: “Now, can I see our reserved room 

types?” 

   "No problem, Mr. Qin, I will ask my colleagues to take us there." The little girl put away the 

contract and pointed out in her arms. 

  This time, it can be regarded as the main topic! 

  The task assigned by the boss, I considered it successfully completed. 

  It’s just that the question mark in her heart hasn’t diminished at all, why did she bother to give him 

the house. 

  This handsome-looking man will not be the future "prince" of the group? 

Chapter 788 As time goes by, see people's hearts (plus more) 

  The last one I bought for Xu Wanwan was a set of large flats. 

  It should be said that there are two sets, which directly open up the top floor, and two households 

with 126 square meters become a large flat with 252 square meters. 

  Hard-covered check-in, all facilities are readily available. 



  Except for the toiletries that need to be replaced, even the bedding and sheets are brand new in the 

cabinet. 

  Take it out and use it... 

  "This suite was originally reserved for the project manager. The boss said that he would replace it 

with a better one, and personally pay to make up for the difference!" 

  The little girl made a proper comment, she is a peerless employee. 

  The work assigned by the boss is completed, and the favors he wants to give have also been 

explained, and by the way, he also pointed out the thoughts and costs spent for this. 

  Doing sales, it’s a great job! 

   "Sign it!" Qin Yu didn't even ask the price. 

  He has already taken advantage of the previous villa. 

  Although the purpose is a bit improper. 

  To be honest, Qin Yu can get this favor if he doesn't get it. 

  If you don’t look at the face of the monk and the face of the Buddha, he can't refuse such a cute 

child as Tongtong, the purest desire and hope in his heart! 

  Not even a child’s wish is satisfied, and it’s too scumbag. 

  6 million, a large flat floor of 252 square meters is ready. 

  This price is quite costly, and there may be some labor costs. 

  In the market, the price of such a house has to be at least doubled, which is considered a big 

bargain. 

  Qin Yu only used 6 million, this time the Jiang family and his daughter have lost their money! 

  It seems that you will have to take Lao Jiang with you next time you drive. 

  Or, it seems that Brother Yu is a little bit angry... 

   "Sign it!" Qin Yu looked at Xu Wanwan and tilted his head towards the contract. 

  Waiting for a morning, Xu Wanwan, who was in a big mood ups and downs several times, finally had 

the highlight moment of holding a pen. 

  Signed the name, this set of tens of millions of mansions is hers. 

  The pen nib was placed on it, Xu Wanwan's eyes showed a trace of perseverance and 

determination, and tears fell. 

  Waving his wrist, he clearly signed his name: Xu Wanwan. 

  From now on, she will say goodbye to the past completely! 



  Send off the little girl from the sales department, Xu Wanwan stepped forward to close the door, 

and hesitated: "Boss, can I pick up my parents?" 

  "Just let them stay for a few days, I want them to know..." 

  Xu Wanwan was suddenly speechless. 

  What do you know, my daughter is promising? 

   also fell in Hudu, with a two-hundred-square-foot mansion, worth tens of millions, all thanks to her 

beauty. 

   "You look at the arrangements, as long as no one interrupts me when I come." Qin Yu didn't care 

about such trivial matters. 

   asked Qilin to call up his timetable, and looked at the free time above. It was impossible for him to 

have time anymore before about May or June. 

  If you go to sea in the back, you might call Xu Wanwan together. 

  It will depend on who the protagonist is at that time, the specific situation is to be determined! 

   told her that there was no problem before May, Qin Yu walked to the sofa and put her feet on the 

coffee table. 

  Xu Wanwan was taken aback, and then stepped forward to take off his socks. 

  Then she went to look for tea cups. She remembered seeing unopened tea leaves in the cupboard 

before. 

  When she is free, she has to rearrange the house well. 

  Like the tea that the boss likes to drink, beautiful cups, table mats, carpets, and some necessary 

clothes and electric toys. 

  In addition, you should also dress yourself more beautifully. 

  She is not the yellow face woman whose boss married home. This face and figure are the capital for 

her to stay here. 

  Xu Wanwan does not simply think that the house must be his own after signing the contract. 

  In law, there is an actual investor. 

  Furthermore, she is an ordinary, pretty little woman. 

  If you really fall out with your boss, what good will it do for you? 

  Since she has chosen to go this way, she can't look back again... 

  Xu Wanwan told herself that the boss must be assured and satisfied with herself. 

  And her figure and appearance are the biggest capital. 

  Heavier than fate...Xu Wanwan really understands! 



  "Boss, drink tea." Put the brewed tea on the small round table Qin Yu can get. 

  Xu Wanwan sat beside him, reached out and hugged his legs in his arms, tapping and kneading 

lightly. 

  "I will clear all the opposite **** on the phone. In addition to the necessary communication, I will 

reduce the number of trips..." 

  Xu Wanwan began to endorse, this is how she reassures her boss. 

  Qin Yu just smiled on this, and did not make any comments. 

  When she finished speaking and couldn’t say anything, she picked up the teacup and took a sip, "It's 

over." 

   "...Hmm!" Xu Wanwan nodded timidly, not knowing what he did wrong. 

   "I am not a pervert with a distorted desire for control. You can have your own communication, but I 

don't want the opposite **** to appear here, except for uncle. 

  As for how to keep a proper measure in communication, I think you should understand...I just hate 

it. Someone messes up their favorite toys. " 

  Qin Yu straightened up, pinched her chin with a smirk, and said, "That way, I can't help but want to 

make a mistake...it would be terrible." 

  At this moment, Qin Yu felt like the villain in the movie. 

With a beating, Xu Wanwan nodded in fright, indicating that he would never cross the thunder pond for 

half a step. 

   Will not have any intimate contact or alone time with the opposite sex. 

   "Haha, seeing you scared, I was just joking." Qin Yu laughed and rubbed her head. 

  When the laughter diminished, the expression changed to a smile instead of a smile. 

   Xu Wanwan really couldn't tell what is true and what is false. 

  But she knew that she had better keep the boss’s previous warning in mind and strictly follow it. 

  Because she wants to eat this bowl of rice all the time. 

  Compared with the sumptuousness of this bowl of rice, the price required is not worth mentioning! 

   "I'll be very obedient, boss." Xu Wanwan moved towards him, reaching out and grabbing the waist 

of his pants. 

  …… 

  The next day, Qin Yu woke up in a gentle package. 

  Xu Wanwan’s wake-up service is great, especially after Yu Ge’s training, it’s even better! 



  "Boss, the clothes are all on the bathroom shelf. I have wiped the gym. You go to take a bath first 

and I will make breakfast." 

   got up and wiped the corners of his mouth, jogging to the kitchen. 

   Facing the big bay window and looking out the window, the bright sun shines on his face, the 

flowers and plants outside the window are fragrant, and the crooked face also shows a bright smile like 

a new life. 

  This kind of hopeful, truly alive life. 

  She loves it! 

  After Qin Yu finished exercising and washing, there was already plenty of food on the table. 

  Cut kiwi and banana slices, freshly squeezed milk banana juice. 

  A plate of fried buns, with smiley omelette and bacon on the plate, plus a vegetable salad. 

   "Because it is home delivery, there are not many choices. Today I will go out and buy more 

ingredients." 

   Xu Wanwan said that this only played less than one-tenth of the technology. 

  She is very talented in cooking, thanks to her old foodie father, who can cook good dishes as soon 

as Xu Wanwan can remember. 

  "While shopping, let’s put it away first, and I’ll go and pick up a scooter for you." Qin Yu laughed 

while biting the bun. 

   "Thank you boss." Wanwan tilted his head and smiled, feeling full of first love. 

  If tea art has a level, she must be top-notch. 

  But there is nothing wrong with tasting the tea, as long as the tea is pure enough, it still tastes 

unique. 

   "What car do you like?" Qin Yu asked casually. 

  "I like Mercedes-Benz, the C-Class is so beautiful...but I don’t understand cars. What does the boss 

think is right for me?" 

  Xu Wanwan blinked, looking at him expectantly. 

  Just say, how can you not like this cute, well-behaved, and obedient little bird? 

  "If you don't think the space is small and the motivation is weak, then buy it." Qin Yu said. 

   Mercedes-Benz C, in the eyes of men, it is not enough power, the price is expensive, and there is no 

price-performance ratio at all. 

  In the eyes of girls, the appearance is beautiful, the interior is invincible, and it is a big BBA brand. 

These three are enough. 



  Face value is the "ultimate indicator of a woman's evaluation of whether something is worthwhile!" 

  Don't be ugly, don't give it for nothing. 

   Cost-effective? 

what is that? ? 

  Space room, Class C should be sufficient for daily use. 

  However, because Brother Yu often rides on a big G, there are a few SVUs at home. 

  I always feel that when I need to pull something big, it won’t be enough. It’s just an illusion. 

  Actually, there is nothing big to pull in everyday households throughout the year. 

  I really want to have it, and it is very convenient to call a truck. 

  After eating, Xu Wanwan cleaned up the dishes, put them in the dishwasher, and went to the room 

to dress up. 

  15 minutes, simple first love makeup is done. 

  The plain face is facing the sky, exquisite and charming, the image that is gentle to the bone hits the 

soul directly. 

  Take out the cleaned dishes and chopsticks from the washing cabinet and put them all in order. 

  Xu Wanwan came to Qin Yu's side and took his arm tentatively. 

  Finding that the boss didn’t hate him, Xu Wanwan smiled happily, and walked out the door with his 

small steps. 

  Hum~ 

  The electric door of the private driveway opened, and the poison drove into the small road, waited 

for the electric door to close, then set off again. 

  Mercedes-Benz 4S shop, the car didn't stop, and the sales lady on duty let the sound of the waves 

blow out. 

  "Sir, listen to this side. This side is our VIP parking space." 

  Navy blue professional dress, the sales lady with black silk and high heels gestured inside. 

  Qin Yu lowered the car window, and the sales lady walked closer, "Can't this stop?" 

   "Can stop, sir, I'm afraid someone will accidentally bump your car, and there will be a lot of people 

taking pictures..." 

  The sales lady pointed outward, and there were quite a few people holding their mobile phones to 

take pictures on the side of the road. 

  Yes, stop inside! 



   dropped his head and parked in the VIP parking space, and the sales lady rushed along all the way. 

   "Mr.  how do you call you, did you come to see the car?" At this moment, she remembered to ask 

the other party if she came to see the car. 

  I was shocked just by patronizing, this is a limited edition of three supercars in the world, 

Lamborghini Poison, hard top version. 

  Super sports cars with more than 100 million yuan are more expensive than airplanes... 

  Driving it is equivalent to running on the road with a mansion. 

   "Well, look at the car." 

  Qin Yu looked back at Xu Wanwan, who bypassed the front of the car and held his arms: "Class C, 

the king of Yan." 

   "Okay, please come here." The sales lady who should have been disappointed was enthusiastic and 

unrestrained. 

  I didn't feel lost at all, and the customer did not come here only once. 

  What she has to do today is to maintain it for the golden master’s father. 

   made him have a good impression. In the future, whenever he wants to buy a Mercedes-Benz, he 

will be able to think of himself. 

  With this impression, it doesn’t matter if you sell more and sell less! 

  People, take a long-term perspective. 

  It will take a long time to see people's hearts! 

 Chapter 789 Bombing the Moon 

  "Sir, this is my business card. Just call me Xiaoqu." On the way, sales Xiaoqu took out his business 

card and handed it to him. 

  Xu Wanwan took the business card first and put it into the pocket on the side of the purse. 

  "This is the latest model of our C-class, the new C260l sports version, one-key start, leather 

wrapped. 

  Large touch screen and intelligent voice system equipped with S-class..." 

   Xiao Qu introduces here, Xu Wanwan only has eyes and no ears. 

  The words "beautiful, like, amazing" flashed in his big eyes, flashing alternately frequently. 

  To sum up, just one word "buy, buy, buy..." 

  Ears? 

  I fell into the car when I entered the door, I didn’t bring it! 



   "That's it." Qin Yu pointed to the car and interrupted Xiao Qu's introduction. 

   blinked, Xiao Qu asked uncertainly: "It's set?" 

"deal." 

   "Then, when is it convenient to go through the formalities, do you think?" 

   "Now, are there any existing cars?" 

  "Yes, what color do you want, I will show it to you backstage." 

   "Wanwan, what color do you want?" Qin Yu asked. 

   "Deep sea blue, like the sea." Xu Wanwan's ear was picked up instantly. 

  This wave, nothing wrong! 

  Deep Ocean Blue, Xu Wanwan was not only chosen because she likes it. 

  She is reminding herself and Qin Yu that they met at sea. 

  The excitement of that day, although Xu Wanwan was not the only one who provided it. 

   But now they are separated, and only one person stays with the boss. 

  Then, the special effects and results of this fragrant and stimulating memory, of course, belong only 

to me. 

  However, Wanwan thinks that occasionally, please wear it to the house. 

  Chat, sing and sing, and give the boss an unexpected little surprise by the way! 

  The happiness of three people is of course greater than that of two people. 

also… 

  The boss’s dishes are too hard and the amount of dishes is so large that she can’t afford it all by 

herself! 

   "That's it." 

  Qin Yu was finalized, with an additional 423,000 yuan, and more than 450,000 were completed, less 

than 460,000. 

  It takes three days for cleaning, filming, and adding. 

  Just come and pick up the car. 

  The license plate was also handed over to Xiao Qu, and the other party said that she would choose a 

smooth one for her. 

  This is the biggest guarantee she can do, and she can't guarantee the rest. 



  "Mr. Qin walks slowly. Ms. Xu can come directly to pick up the car in three days. You will inform me 

in advance. 

  I ask my colleagues to prepare for the delivery ceremony for you, have fun, and keep it as a souvenir 

by the way! " 

   Xu Wanwan, who wanted to refuse, was right. It was time to take a picture as a souvenir. 

  Maybe when will the memory kill be used? 

  From now on, she will create exclusive memories of her own drinking boss in a limited time. 

  "Boss, reach out." Xu Wanwan ran behind Qin Yu and reached out to him. 

  Qin Yu held her hand back, and Xu Wanwan immediately happily pointed the phone at the location 

of both hands. 

  Crack! 

  The shooting is over, and he ran back to Qin Yu’s arms, Xu Wanwan leaned on him to open the 

album and asked, “Does it look good?” 

   "Good-looking." Qin Yu responded with a smile. 

  This Wanwan is simply a succubus on the tip of a man's heart. 

   Not only understand men’s tastes and hobbies. 

   Even the mind can figure out a few points, and the sense of proportion is full of grasp. 

  She also hung up, can you hear her own voice? 

   Coming to the Lamborghini poison, Qin Yu walked around the front of the car and came to the co-

pilot gentleman to open the door for her. 

  Xu Wanwan's expression was startled, and then happily laughed like a fool. 

   "I am the happiest woman in the world." Turning to Qin Yu's arms, he put his head on his shoulder. 

  Xu Wanwan whispered his inner love words. 

  At this moment, she really felt the taste of happiness. 

  The taste is sweeter than I thought! 

  ... 

  ... 

  It has been more than a month since the mysterious disappearance of the Helios. 

  The eyes of the whole world are on North America, waiting for the bald eagle's further response 

and action. 

  It can be so long, except after NASA issued a painless statement, vowing to find out the truth. 



  The follow-up progress of the "Apollo Project" disappeared from the Internet topic! 

  Related topics are either missing, or deleted, blocked, and restricted to speak. 

  Someone is controlling public opinion and wants to turn their attention away. 

  During this period, the bald eagle's life is really difficult. 

  I spent tens of billions of dollars in investment to build a project, and finally played lonely. 

  The spacecraft is gone, and the life and death on it are unknown. The reason for all this is not clear, 

and there is no reason to explain it. 

  There is no truth that can be disclosed to the public, no, nothing... 

  There are waves of domestic protests one after another, and various conspiracy theories have 

emerged one after another, prevailing, and are trusted by many people. 

  There are two final approvals: Helios was captured by aliens and locked on the moon. 

  The Helios attacked the alien base and made a terrible discovery. 

  The government decided to block all news and let the team stay on the moon to study and grasp 

these findings. 

  There are more conspiracies flooding the Internet, but there are not as many people as these two 

kinds of guesses. 

  More people tend to believe in the second kind. 

  They don’t want to admit the failure of NASA, let alone their decline. 

  Like the country of corruption back then, trying to keep the glory of the sunless while struggling. 

  But finally fell... 

  The paint brush of the Bald Eagle Goddess will fall down sooner or later, brushing off the light on its 

surface. 

   Let the false sky of the bald eagle be exposed to the eyes of the people of the world. 

  Accept the double flogging from the spirit and the body! 

  But before that, even a salted fish has to struggle twice. 

  What's more, the bald eagle is not just a salted fish. 

  It is just a twisted "stitching monster" that has been forcibly stitched together. 

  Now, this "stitched monster" shows a fierce side. 

  "Recently, the current NASA director announced to the outside world the latest plan to implement 

force deterrence on the so-called alien bases on the far side of the moon. 



  It can be seen from the information currently disclosed that NASA has plans to send two small 

nuclear warheads to the moon to bomb alien bases..." 

  Watching the noon news on TV, Qin Yu looked weird and couldn't laugh or cry. 

   "Will bombing the moon affect us?" Wanwan, who was kneeling in front of him, raised his head 

and looked back. 

  Although I don’t quite understand the deep meaning, the political game and the influence of 

international trends. 

  But basic common sense is still there. The moon has a certain influence on the earth. 

  I remember once I saw a message describing the moon as the “brake disc of the earth.” 

  Without the influence of the moon’s gravity, the earth’s ecology would not be so beautiful. 

  The bald eagle bombed the moon, will it be destroyed directly? 

   "How is it possible, the stars are not as fragile as you think!" Qin Yu squeezed her cheek with his 

hand, and said amusedly. 

   "Then, will the moon blow off the orbit?" Xu Wanwan opened his brain. 

  If the moon is blown off the orbit, will it be affected by the gravity of the earth and hit the earth? 

  At that time, hum~ 

   "Uh..." Brother Yu was a bit speechless. 

  This situation is possible, but judging from the equivalent of the bald eagle announcement, it is far 

from it! 

  However, the operation of the Bald Eagle in recent years has become more and more confusing. 

   can be called "a collection of human confusing behaviors," which is confusing. 

  Although the amount of public announcements is not large, who knows if there will be any 

unexpected moths. 

  No, as soon as the news came out, various countries issued stern protests against it. 

  Barrow did not hesitate to threaten with force, and solemnly stated that this action is a serious 

threat to human beings and the earth’s ecology. 

  No one is allowed to do behaviors harmful to all mankind. 

  If the bald eagle dares to mess around, then Barrow will respond strongly depending on the 

situation, not limited to verbal warnings. 

  Because of an announcement, the situation between countries has become undercurrent. 

  The smoke of gunpowder seems to fill the air crazily... 



  While warning the bald eagle, countries are also stepping up their armed guard and strategic 

deployment. 

  No one has forgotten that there is an "unknown" threat on his head. 

  From the experience of the bald eagle, the guess that the opponent is a hostile situation is higher. 

  Of course, some people have objections. 

   believes that any creature will become tense and full of defense when it is invaded and touched by 

strangers. 

  Exactly how the Helios is still unknown. 

  We should first figure out the truth of the matter before deciding on the next step. 

  "Find out the truth. By then, the opponent's base has already been built. Once a bombardment 

comes, are you going to make it too late?" 

  The opposition is about to slap the table, and the argument instantly turns into a full-scale martial 

arts, and the forcible furs are stuck together and scrambled. 

  Button eyeballs, scratching the face, tearing the mouth, and even more people directly bite the 

other's big nose with their mouths! 

  啧啧~~ 

  In the room, comfort Xu Wanwan, who is wide open, and let her continue to finish her lunch. 

  Qin Yu was lying on the lawn with a smile, looking up at the sky, but in fact was communicating with 

Qilin. 

  Last time the fireworks were not set off, this time, it’s time to make up. 

  I want to send a nuclear bomb into lunar orbit and conduct ground bombing, but it’s pretty 

beautiful. 

  Unfortunately, Brother Yu will not give him this opportunity! 

   and other weapons broke through the atmosphere and entered space. Qin Yu ordered the Eagle 

Falcon to attack and detonate it. 

  Send a grand and dazzling firework show to the free and peaceful bald eagle. 

  The bald eagle moves frequently, and all concerns are drawn outside the earth. 

  Qin Yu believes that the establishment and development of new projects should also be 

accelerated. Where is the company's progress in learning about the "controllable nuclear fusion 

engine"? 

  While understanding the specific progress, Qin Yu contacted Ye Jinlan and asked her to come to 

Shanghai for a trip. 



   "Do you miss me?" Ye Jinlan, whose busy feet did not touch the ground, leaned back in the chair 

tiredly, pinching the bridge of his nose to rest his eyes. 

  Business entertainment, network maintenance and communication, as well as family **** and 

fight. 

  Communication and mediation with the above, UU reading www.uukanshu.com escorted the 

miracle company. 

  Because of his health, the old man delegated powers in advance and made plans for the future, 

leaving most of the entertainment and communication work to Ye Jinlan. 

  Qin Yu can have today's leisurely life, feeding Xu Wanwan for lunch. 

  Because someone has been clearing obstacles for him! 

   Ye Jinlan, Li Xiao, Xu Hao, Yang Chengjun, including later members of the Three Qin Club. 

  If you compare them to a sphere, Qin Yu (Miracle Company) is the core, and other people form the 

surface around the core. 

  Any behavior that wants to hurt the core will be blocked. 

  Mutual benefit, this is a tacit understanding from the very beginning. 

Chapter 790 Hot search on miracles and 996 Blessing 

  "Ge Yu, Ge Yu, Miracle Company is on hot search again." I got up early in the morning and I turned 

on the phone and received a WeChat account. 

  Sent from Yan Er, the tone is full of ridicule and envy. 

   Looking down, it is more than Yan Er. 

  Shen Dong, Li Xiao, Tang He and Gao Bo also sent condolences: "This hot search, Brother Yu, give 

me a set of 996 blessings." 

   Scrolling down, Qin Yu suddenly saw a message from Bai Meng: "Is your company's welfare 

package really so good?" 

   "I graduated, can I go to your company for an internship?" Bai Meng. 

  This girl left her own property and didn’t inherit, so she came to make trouble! 

  There is an uncle, the chairman of the Eastern Group, who needs to do an internship for himself. It’s 

troublesome! 

  "Okay, I will be my life assistant then." Qin Yu smiled and replied. 

  Good life assistant! 

  Either on the bed or on the ground every day, you make money when you lie on your back. Work 

and life are correct. 



  Yu is rarely so caring for people, that is, she is a white dream. 

  Bai Fumi has not done any physical work, so she should practice hard under her hands... 

  "Who is going to be your life assistant...Bah, bad guy!" Bai Meng immediately guessed his bad idea, 

and chuckled shyly. 

   "Hey, I will." 

  Qin Yu said something unspeakable, and made an appointment with her to pick her up at school 

tomorrow. 

  This is when Bai Meng reluctantly says goodbye, close the chat box! 

  At this time, Qin Yu had time to figure out why Miracle Company was on the hot search. 

   So many people provoke them to remind themselves that their words are full of ridicule. 

  It seems that this hot search is quite interesting! 

   Soon Qin Yu found the hot search logo with "Miracle Company", "996 is a blessing, why is the 

overtime quota robbed?" 

  "Miracle Company works overtime as the norm, but employees are rushing to work...a peerless 

employee?" 

  Open the news, but it is full of screenshots of the notes. 

  The protagonist is a young woman in ordinary dress, her complexion looks very gentle, and at first 

glance she feels like she can speak very well. 

  Recently, everyone was swiped by a hot search, 996 Fubao, everyone rushed to work overtime. 

  What is the truth, let the editor take you to understand the inside story! 

  The company that broke the news this time is a miracle company known as the star of the 

Northwest, the light of miracle. 

  This company believes that everyone understands it and creates many impossible and miracles. 

  Don’t lose the name "Miracle Company," maybe this is the reason! 

  If you want to understand the cause of this incident, you have to start with a class reunion... 

  The woman in the photo, her husband works at the famous Kuafu Research Institute of Miracle 

Company. 

   is one of the technical researchers, the specific position of the editor is not clear. 

  Kwafu has strict confidentiality regulations for the identity information of employees, and several 

security tests are required to enter and exit. 

  This point should be clear to those who have understood the arrest of Internet celebrities for traffic 

intrusion. There are too many topics to talk about in Miracle Company. 



  Get back to the subject, let’s talk about the wife of this technical researcher, and go to the class 

reunion. 

  In other words, the editor thinks this lady is too long and beautiful, and looks better than those big 

stars. 

  So, being a scientist is a bright future. 

  At the class meeting, the wife of this technical researcher became the object of ridicule because of 

her beautiful appearance and gentle personality. 

  Especially some men, always chasing her to ask some short trivia about the parents. 

  Someone asked, why didn’t she bring her husband here. 

  Being able to bring family members, it seems that this is a serious classmate meeting, ahem, the 

editor has digressed again. 

  The beautiful wife said that her husband works overtime every day, and only the few days of each 

month’s holidays can she talk, go shopping and chat with her. 

  The male student's eyes brightened when he heard it. 

  Weird yin and yang implied "This kind of husband doesn't care about you at all, why are you here!" 

  At the first glance, I knew that it was a conspiracy, uneasy and kind... 

  If the editor is present, the high and low will give him two beautiful sentences. 

   Then someone asked what her husband did. 

  The beautiful wife said modestly, “I do technical work, and I don’t know what I mainly do.” 

  How much money can a technical nerd make? 

  What a great one, more than ten, two hundred thousand a year... 

  For their ages like those who are old and young, they are just mixing the food and clothing line. 

  There are several male classmates, but all of them are bosses worth hundreds or tens of millions. 

  A small technical researcher is naturally not to be looked down upon. 

  So, the disdain and sarcasm between the words is even more. 

  But this beautiful wife has a very, very good quality. The editors who have watched the video all 

admire the quality of this wife. 

  I'm the editor, I exploded early. 

  However, there is a lady who can't stand it anymore, no matter if it is for men, they pay attention to 

beautiful wives. 

   still wanted to help her, the other party took the topic and proactively said to everyone: "Do you 

know how much husband XX earns in a month?" 



  The man with the green light in his eyes took the call, "If you add so many classes, it must be more 

profitable than the average person!" 

  It seems to be complimenting, but in fact, the fake gun is pointing at Sanghuai. 

   Then, the most classic climax came. 

  I can’t help convulsions every time I read it... 

  Trembling, trembling! 

  "It’s much more than the average person earns, and the salary plus overtime and year-end bonus is 

only five or six million." 

  This face-slap-slap-slap-slapped, it's cooler than the novel. 

   is only five or six million, this "just" is good! 

  The editor wants to worship this sister as a teacher, and study hard. In other words, this sister is 

also so beautiful and broad-minded. 

  Cough, get back to business +N. 

  噗! 

  Everyone present vomited, "How much??" 

   "Five or six million, maybe more, XX, am I right?" The lady asked her beautiful wife in the video. 

  The other party just smiled at first, but finally was coaxed by everyone to the point that he couldn’t 

help it. Then he nodded hesitantly and said, “Almost! 

  Seeing the men present were dumbfounded, scratching their heads in embarrassment. 

  This sister made up another knife: "With overtime pay, I bought two sets a year, the full amount..." 

  This trick came to throw a knife outside, and inserted the "puxin men" in a decent way. 

  Here, the editor's sigh of breath was finally spit out. 

  Sure enough, goddesses like beautiful wives belong to equally good people. 

  Don’t say anything, the editor is going to work overtime, and strive to have an egg for breakfast 

tomorrow, and live a good life of a classy person! 

  The above is the interpretation of this hot search event brought by the editor. If you like it, please 

have the quality three times. Those who like it will get rich this year! ! ! 

  Understanding the general situation from this article, Qin Yu turned on the note again. 

  Miracle Company, work overtime... 

  Hot word search, a lot of short videos that are related or rubbing traffic quickly pop up. 

  Finding the heroine in the screenshot, Qin Yu watched the whole process with interest. 



  Short videos are actually very short, mostly just over 1 minute. 

   is mainly due to the disdain of men, the "righteousness" of female classmates and the humble 

recognition of beautiful wives. 

  Open the message below, the top one is "The salary is over 10,000, the company is home, the salary 

is 5,000, overtime is difficult, the salary is 2,000, the boss is fucking!" 

  This post has the most top-notch likes, and the following comments are "This salary, I can work 

overtime in the company to death." 

   "Change me, I will work overtime until the company goes bankrupt." 

  "The basic salary is so high, the overtime pay is still three times the standard {cover your mouth and 

don't cry}." 

   "I have to pay it back to me. If I don't work overtime for two hours every day, I am embarrassed to 

take the treatment!" 

   "Change me, work overtime for six hours, only two hours of pay." 

   "Don't be kidding, you have to know that those who can join Kuafu are the top geniuses in the 

industry, and they have food to eat wherever they go." 

  "The success upstairs made me laugh. Graduate students take the assembly line and deliver meals. 

Haven't read the news about Banzhuo? Has the home just been connected to the Internet?" 

   "Genius, is there a talent for Wei Shen? With the popularization of education and the improvement 

of per capita quality and culture, the standard of genius is not as low as before." 

  There are all kinds of things, the most neat formation is the following "True 996 blessings, bring it to 

you!" 

  As for the remarks of "beautiful, good-hearted, good woman, bring you" into chaos, it was ignored 

by Yu Ge's awe-inspiring instinct. 

  He is a decent person, and the five-good young people understand it! 

  To figure out the ins and outs, this hot search can be regarded as making miracles another hot spot. 

  Yu brother has nothing to say about this, neither stealing nor grabbing. 

  What’s wrong with the money you can make? 

  As for the problem of overtime, the main reason is that there are too few talents, the miracle 

company is developing too fast, and too many projects have to catch up. 

  This is inevitable, but the miracle in terms of salary can be said to be the first in the world. 

  There are not only three times the overtime pay, but also various small benefits. 

  Free drinks, food, recreational facilities, and relaxing massages, just open the clubhouse directly to 

the institute. 



  In addition, in order to avoid employees' enthusiasm for working overtime, there are strict 

requirements for overtime hours, and the number of people is very limited. 

  Overtime is not something you want to add, you can add it if you want. 

  You have to declare in advance, then ask the team leader for approval, determine the priority and 

importance of the project, and then review and stamp it. 

  Names can be included in the list, and only then can they be eligible to work overtime. 

  It’s not so easy to want to work extra overtime... 

  Famous this time, it is not positive or negative. 

  However, I can take the opportunity to attract a wave of attention and traffic for the miracle. When 

I look back on the next recruitment day, the resumes submitted will definitely burst the mailbox. 

  This situation is what Yu Ge is happy to see. The miracle company now lacks talents. 

  A large number of talents who are willing to put aside their attitude and face to work, and 

wholeheartedly want to make money and make progress. 

  Rather than using the idea of making a fortune to spend a lot of money to refill the rubbish. 

  A few years ago, Qin Yu didn’t quite understand why big companies always care about the salary 

standard offered by the other party. 

  At first, he thought that he was afraid of being too demanding. 

  Later, I realized that I wanted to use the other person's standards to see from the side what kind of 

person he is. 

  If you are alone, you are not even sure of your abilities. 

   Raise salary, but dare not ask for it. That can only show his guilty conscience and prove that he is 

out of stock. 

  Even he knew in his heart that he was actually not qualified for the job he was applying for. 

  So he dare not ask... 

  Of course, there are also those who are modest or boasting in the air. 

  But this kind of people is a minority after all. It would be nice to meet one out of thousands of 

interviews. 

  Furthermore, such fake things or those with real materials will soon be seen clearly. 

  Whether to go or stay at that time, naturally someone will decide! 

 


